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Greetings from the Executive Office
program’s development and
growth. Special thanks go to
Leah Belle and Mary Beth
Meyer for coordinating this
program. Did you know that the
mentor program is a year-round
program? If you are looking for
a mentor or ready to volunteer
to mentor someone new to the
industry, check out the ADED
website.

Driver rehabilitation specialists, mobility equipment dealers, and manufacturers gathered in
Richmond, Virginia for ADED’s 42nd annual
conference. A record 315 attendees came together excited to see old friends, make new connections, and learn about the changes, opportunities, and growth of our industry. Richmond
was a new location for the ADED conference
and it was a great location for our group!

Sunday morning worship service. Our new attendee orientation was conducted by Leah
Belle and Mary Beth Meyer.
I encourage you to take a moment to personally thank these
volunteers and staff that put in
time, energy, and care towards
a very successful conference.

A huge thank you goes out to the Conference
Team: Katy Greene, exhibits coordinator, and
Stacey Stevens, program coordinator. They volunteer their time and talent year-round. Next year’s
show is already being planned under the excellent
direction of the ADED’s Education Director, Lynn
Rocap, CAE, CMP. It is always an adventure to
put on a conference of this size and we wouldn’t
be successful without our army of volunteers.
We are so grateful to these on-site volunteers that
give so much of their time during the event: Jason Strowmatt, exhibits logistics; Andrea Vrobel,
silent auction; and Debbie Bender, photographer.
Larry Bowen and his wife, Catherine, provided the

The ADED Mentor Program
continues to be a popular
Despite sitting in sessions
program with both mentors
all day, attendees flocked to
and mentees. VIP’s and
the Saturday Night Product
mentors were invited to a
Liz Green, OTR/L, CDRS, CAE Demos. This session was
meet & greet Friday evening
ADED Executive Director
highly attended and our gold
and had a chance to meet the
sponsor exhibitors were pleased
ADED board. Through the
mentor program, new conference attendees were with the turnout and ability to have additional time
paired with returning attendees and introduced to to demonstrate their products. Competitions and
our exhibit hall vendors and other professionals prizes kept the audience engaged and entertained
in the field. The goal is for mentor teams to through the evening’s events. There was even a
continue their contact throughout the year. These pop-up yoga session, reenergizing the audience.
partnerships will be an instrumental part of the The exhibit hall was a bustle of activity through-
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Introducing GEN-XR and PNP-70!

GEN-XR

PNP-70

The GEN-XR is our easiest to install reduced steering
system. The GEN-XR allows for 0-100%, and
anywhere in between, reduction to the steering. The
steering effort can easily be adjusted on the fly by the
dealer and locked in. The GEN-XR is a plug n play
installation on the Toyota Sienna and Chrysler Pacifica
only needing 3 wires (ignition and CAN).

The Plug N Play 70 offers 70 functions for the Pacifica
with a simple box that plugs into the OBD-II. The
functions are controlled via a tablet.

out conference with new and returning
exhibitors in attendance, ready to share
their products and services. Attendees
and exhibitors enjoyed more unopposed
hall hours and the addition of new engagement activities added another level
of excitement and participation in the
hall. We loved seeing #ADED2018 messages pop up on all our social medial
channels!
A highlight of conference is our annual
awards banquet where leaders in our
industry are honored and recognized.
We are grateful to our banquet sponsor,
BraunAbility, for making this evening
possible. ADED President, Jenny Nordine, gave an inspiring speech, encouraging us to invest in our professional development, give back to the association,
and help lead others to the industry that
we so dearly love. I was so touched and
completely surprised by the recognition
marking my 10 years serving ADED as
your Executive Director. So many wonderful people make this industry unique
and important and it was wonderful to
see these people earn the recognition
they deserve. Please see photos of all
the award winners in this issue. ADED
is proud to add these recipients to our
awards roster and is grateful for your service to the organization.
All in all, thanks to the ADED board of
directors, staff, conference committee,
presenters, exhibitors, sponsors and attendees, our 2018 conference was a great
success!
(Continued on next page)
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Greetings from the Executive Office (Continued)
THINGS TO KNOW:
CDRS Class of 2018: Welcome to the new
batch of Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialists, please view page 45 for a list of names.
A total of 42 candidates sat for the CDRS examination in August. The exam was offered at
conference and at testing centers throughout
the US and Canada. We are proud of everyone
that sat for the exam and understand that this
is an important step in your career.
Mark your calendars for 2019 ADED Conference & Exhibits, August 9-13, in Lexington, Kentucky. Next year’s theme is “Professional Pride” and we are excited to bring
ADED back to a familiar location. Start planning your trip to horse and bourbon country by
requesting a visitor planning guide at https://
www.visitlex.com/about/visitor-guide/. The
staff, team and various committees are working hard to bring you the exceptional educational sessions, a broad range of exhibitors,
and networking opportunities that you have
come to depend on.
2019 ADED Membership Drive. October 1st marked the beginning of our annual
membership drive. ADED membership runs
annually from January through December.
Prompt membership renewal ensures uninterrupted membership benefits, ongoing
professional listing in the membership directory, and consistent display on the website.
Your dues help support the goals and mission of the association. Renewals are on-line
through the website. If you have any trouble
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logging into your account, please e-mail us
at info@driver-ed.org.
There are benefits to early renewal! Renew
or join between October 1st and November
30th and you will be automatically entered
for a chance win a 50% discount conference
registration! 20 winners will be awarded this
valuable prize.
CDRS renewals. By now, those with CDRS
credentials expiring in 2018 should have received multiple renewal reminders. On-line
renewal applications are available at www.
aded.net. Renewal applicanys have until December 31st to renew, however any renewals
received after November 1st incur a late fee
and are subject to audit. As a reminder, 15%
of applicants are randomly selected for audit;
be sure to have your supporting documents

handy! Those selected for audit will be contacted in writing requesting further documentation. It is the responsibility of each CDRS
holder to retain records of attendance and approval for non-ADED approved contact hours.
See article on page 45 of this issue for some
helpful renewal tips.
ADED Board of Directors Elections. Elections ran October 5-20, 2018 for the 2019
ADED Board of Directors. Membership has
been notified of the election results via e-blast.
The winter will be devoted to introducing the
new board of directors to you.
It is my great pleasure and honor to be of service to ADED. The staff is here to assist you,
please feel free to contact me, Robert Dant or
Lynn Rocap if you have suggestions or comments. We are here for you! 866-672-9466.

“This was my first conference,
and I was impressed with the cooperative
and welcoming attitude displayed by
ADED members.”

Fall 2018
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Summer
Fall

President’s Address
Our 42nd ADED Annual conference is in the books! I was proud of
this conference and its success on so many levels.
As professionals, I am thrilled you see the value of the courses and workshops offered at conference, as well as the opportunity to interact with
vendors throughout the exhibit hall.
As an engaged member of ADED, you demonstrate the high level of
expertise your clients are seeking. They are looking to you for experience and professionalism and trust you will provide the best service, in
a knowledgeable and ethical manner. Whether you are paid directly by a
client, or the individual has a funding source, you have a responsibility as
a professional to provide the best service for your community.
As our communities gain awareness of our unique profession, ADED is
committed to ensure each of you have a pathway to our gold standard
credential of a Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialist. There are many
dedicated and knowledgeable people working right now to help create a
pathway to this certification as well as identify your current level of expertise. Our badging and micro-credentialing program is moving forward
as an inclusive program to recognize our memberships’ knowledge and to
provide education in areas you are seeking to advance your skills.
As a member of ADED, you have aligned yourself with the authority in
driver rehabilitation. As the leading organization in driver rehab, you have
elevated your professionalism and have the taken on the responsibility
to ensure your practice is the best it can be. Your commitment to ADED
demonstrates dedication to providing services at the very highest level. I
encourage you to increase your commitment to your professional organization and recognize what ADED can do for you.
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However, I also want you to consider
what you can do for ADED. I encourage you to volunteer in a micro to macro
level. ADED needs single project, short
term volunteers or micro-volunteers as
well as committee members and chapter
officers. ADED is actively revising and
updating courses to ensure we have an
evidence-based and dynamic curriculum
to offer. We need volunteers to bring
wide ranging experience and knowledge
to our courses. I would love to see our
Jenny Nordine
members engage in our call for papers
OTR/L, CDRS
in preparation for conferences. As you
ADED
President
identify areas of education and volunteerism you are seeking, our executive office would like to hear from you!
If you have a speaker in mind, our Education Services Director is eager
to have your recommendation. If you are looking for an opportunity to
become a speaker, please reach out to the executive office to learn more
about becoming an ADED Ambassador or become a part of the ADED
Speaker’s Bureau. Many resources are available to you for developing
your skills as a speaker through the ADED website.
The ADED Board continues to have many goals to achieve during the
remaining months of this year. Each of these goals is centered on the success of our membership and fulfilling your professional education needs.
Mark your calendars for Lexington, Kentucky! Come show your
PROFESSIONAL PRIDE at the 43rd Annual ADED conference!

Fall 2018
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Ethics in Action
Unfortunately, I was unable to attend the 2018
ADED conference, but I heard that the conference, in usual ADED style, was excellent.
In particular, I heard that the presentation on
ethical issues for driver rehabilitation specialists by Michael Gillette was both engaging and
informative. The ADED Ethics Ad Hoc Committee, of which I am a member, also hosted
a session where input was sought from ADED
members. Our committee presented process
flow diagrams of several other associations
respecting the handling of complaints against
their members. We continue to welcome ideas
and input from our membership, as we move
forward with the ADED Board in the development of processes that are tailored to the specific needs of ADED and its members.
Regular readers of this column will recall that
in addition to exploring real life ethical dilemmas, I also like to provide readers bonus “fun
facts” from movies, TV and Netflix. Last fall
I binge watched the first two seasons of the
Showtime program called The Affair, which
explores the ripple effects of an affair on the
lives of the two main characters. By the way,
I only recommend the first two seasons, after
that the series gets ridiculous and melodramatic. The most interesting aspect of this series
relates to how the story is told; the writers have
assumed that the truth is not objective. In each
episode, the story is told twice. The versions
are told from each of the two main character’s
perspectives, which often results in vastly different versions of what unfolds and why.
This brings me to the topic of feuding family
members who may have very different versions
of what the truth is and what is “best” for their
older parent (i.e. should she/he be driving), and
what happens when the CDRS gets caught in
the cross-fire. It can be a real challenge for the
CDRS to discern what the “truth” is, particularly when the various players involved have
very different perspectives.
The CDRS received a referral to assess an
elderly woman (“Ruth”). The referral had
been initiated by one of Ruth’s adult children
(“Kate”) without the knowledge or involvement of Ruth’s other daughter (“Mary”). As
a result of the assessment completed by the
CDRS, it was recommended that Ruth was
not suitable to continue driving. Mary then
contacted the clinic where the CDRS worked,
complaining that Ruth had been “tricked” into
completing the assessment and alleging that
her sister Kate had improper motivations in
making the referral.
Kate’s Story:
Kate arranged to have her mom, Ruth, referred
to a driver rehabilitation program, following a
minor car accident and a fall (she was sent to
an orthopedic surgeon), resulting in concerns
that her mom’s physical and cognitive abilities
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were deteriorating. Kate initiated the referral
because she was concerned about her mom’s
ability to continue to safely operate a motor vehicle. In making the referral, Kate reported that
her mom had also suffered a stroke many years
prior, but had been able to continue driving for
many years after the stroke. Kate arranged for
the appointment but did not attend the session
with her mom.
Mary’s Story:
After the assessment took place, Ruth was upset with the outcome. Ruth told Mary that her
licence was being taken away and they were
both upset. Mary says that Kate has never had
a good relationship with their mom (Ruth) and,
in fact, Kate has a history of verbally abusing
Ruth. Mary contends that Kate’s motivation in
making the referral to the CDRS was to harass
and control Ruth. Mary then left several phone
messages for the CDRS (explaining in detail
the history of abuse by Kate) but no one from
the clinic would call her back to discuss the
situation. Mary says the reason she is trying to
contact the CDRS is because Ruth is quite distraught at being tricked into the testing and the
resulting loss of her licence. Mary insists that
Ruth is fully competent. Mary has four main
complaints / concerns regarding the conduct of
the CDRS.
Below, we will consider each of Mary’s complaints / concerns, followed by references to
the applicable section of the ADED Code of
Ethics and Best Practices.
Concern #1: Mary alleges that the referral was
not initiated by Ruth’s physician (who, according to Mary, is also upset with the outcome).
Mary states that she has checked, and all the
other driver rehabilitation programs in the area
all require a physician’s referral.
ADED Best Practices (1.4.1) states that the
clinician should “obtain both a referral and a
medical consent from a treating physician to
confirm the client’s diagnosis and to indicate
that the individual is medically cleared to participate in driver rehabilitation services”.
Mary does not actually know if a physician’s
referral was obtained by the CDRS from the
general practitioner; it is possible that a different physician or medical specialist made the
referral. If a physician’s referral was obtained,
this would be in the confidential clinical file
that is in the possession of the CDRS/ clinic.
It is my understanding that most programs do
require a physician’s referral and / or medical
consent. If a program is not adhering to the
Best Practices Guideline in requiring a physician’s referral, it would be important that the
CDRS has obtained the necessary information
/ consent by some other means (e.g. copy of a
physician’s report), as this information is necessary to conduct the assessment.
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Concern #2:
The CDRS did
not spend time
to investigate/
explore
why
Kate wanted to
have her mom
tested or figure
out the dynamics of the relationship.

Dianna Robertson,

The “Client InMScOT, CDRS, JD
take” section of
the ADED Best Practices Publication recommends interviewing the client, and “if available, the significant other”. If Ruth arrived at
the appointment alone, there was no significant
other available to interview.
In addition to the interview, the CDRS should
have reviewed the intake / written referral
form with Ruth to ensure it was accurate and
complete. Such forms typically include medications, diagnoses, and functional issues, as
well as the reason for the referral. During the
client intake, the CDRS also has a responsibility to assess the client’s communication needs
(ADED Best Practices Sect. 1.3). If Ruth was
presenting as competent and was able to communicate independently, there would be no
need for a collateral interview with other family members. According to Mary, Ruth is fully
competent, which means that she would have
been able to provide the necessary information to the CDRS and could have provided informed consent.
It would have been beyond the scope of the
CDRS to delve into the historical dynamics of the relationship between mother and
daughters to discover some potential unsavory motivation of the daughter who initiated the referral. As CDRSs, most of us
have encountered situations where the client being assessed has limited insight into
their deficits (while still being competent)
and most of us have encountered situations
where adult children are concerned about
the driving competency of their elderly parent. The focus of the client intake portion
of the driving assessment is the intersection
of the client’s medical and driving history
with their current presentation on the day
of the assessment, not on historical family
dynamics. That said, if the CDRS observed
something that would suggest elder abuse or
neglect, this might trigger other professional
duties to report, which would not relate directly to the assessment itself.
Concern #3: The CDRS did not explain to
Ruth that she could lose her license as a result
of the testing. Ruth thought she was taking a
“driving school test”.
(Continued on next page)
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Ethics in Action (continued)
The CDRS does have a responsibility to explain
the purpose of the testing and the potential outcomes to the client, Ruth. This is expected to
occur during the initial interview and is usually accompanied by the review and signing
of a written consent for rehabilitation services
(ADED Best Practices Sect. 1.4.3). The ADED
Code of Ethics also refers to the importance of
obtaining informed consent (Sect. A.6.d).
Even after obtaining informed consent, any
CDRS who has delivered bad news (recommending driving cessation) to a client has
likely encountered post assessment comments
such as “I would have never done this assessment if I’d known I could lose my license”.
The CDRS will need to rely on her clinical records and her general practices (the standard
steps that are always taken during assessments
at the clinic) to confirm that Ruth was fully informed of the purpose and potential outcomes
of the assessment. It is important to remember
that an individual can understand and agree to
an assessment, and then be determined to be
unable to drive a motor vehicle.
Mary was not present during the assessment,
and as such she is not in the best position to
confirm exactly what occurred during the assessment. The CDRS could speak to Mary
and discuss the clinic’s standard practice in
explaining the steps that are taken to explain

the nature of the assessment and potential
outcomes. Mary could be provided with the
clinic’s consent form and other documents that
are provided to clients before the assessment
occurs.
Concern #4: The CDRS and the facility have
failed to return Mary’s multiple phone calls.
Due to privacy requirements (ADED Best
Practices Sect. 1.4.2) the CDRS would not
be permitted to discuss the results of the assessment with anyone unless these individuals
/ organizations were included on the signed
consent. Despite this provision, it would have
been prudent for the CDRS (or a clerical staff
person) to call Mary and explain the privacy
restrictions rather than simply ignoring the
calls. The ADED Code of Ethics (Sect. A.6.b
and B.3.a) also addresses the issue of confidentiality of records and the importance of maintaining client confidentiality. To address the
issues that are being alleged, the CDRS may
also want to reach out to Ruth directly and suggest that she could come back to the clinic to
discuss any concerns, at which time she could
chose to include Mary in the conversation.
Another option (if the CDRS has permission)
would to be to reach out to Ruth’s physician
to explain what occurred, so that the physician
could debrief her patient.

the truth (as told by Mary and Kate) the CDRS
can rely on the facts of what occurred before
and during the assessment of Ruth. The CDRS
has a clinical file and program information that
contains the objective documentation that will
demonstrate that the CDRS had the information necessary to conduct the assessment, that
she obtained informed consent, and the testing
results indicated that Ruth is not suitable to
continue as licenced driver. In the current situation, the CDRS would be well advised to contact Ruth to arrange for a debriefing but will
need to be careful to not be pulled into a longstanding family conflict that is well beyond the
parameters of a driving assessment.
If you have a situation or ethics topic you
would like explored, please email Dianna Robertson at Robertson.law@hotmail.com
************

“I was actually very
pleased at the amount
of new information I
obtained at each venue!”

Unlike a TV drama, despite the two versions of

“The networking with other driver
rehab specialists and the vendors is
invaluable! I do very much appreciate
that there’s so much on a post time
with the vendors so that I feel I can
prioritize these relationships and
continue to grow them.”
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It Looks So
The purpose of this series is to provide insight
and techniques that have been found to be effective in training an inexperienced driver to be independent. The target audience is the therapist or
driving instructor that is new to Driver Rehabilitation. Not every inexperienced driver needs the expertise of the CDRS, but every driver must learn
and maintain foundation skills in order drive safely
throughout their entire driving career. This is what
the DRS/CDRS is charged with when evaluating
and/or training following the ADED Best Practice
Guidelines for Delivery of Driver Rehabilitation
Services. Our experience is needed when a cognitive and/or physical disability prevents a person
from learning or from returning to driving in the
traditional manner. It is often hard to “find the key”
that unlocks the potential of some of our patients/
clients. Hopefully, these thoughts and techniques
will smooth out the speed bumps on your journey.
Safe travels!
*********

ACCELERATION
For many inexperienced or cognitively impaired
drivers, especially if they have a secondary diagnosis of anxiety, they experience fear when first
learning to drive which can result in a tendency to
drive at idle speed with no desire to go any faster.
For most situations, the best option is to allow these
drivers to progress gradually and become comfortable accelerating on a protected straightaway. This
could also be done diagonally across a large, empty
parking lot.
The instructions for a technique that we have found
to be effective is to gradually work through the
below steps while giving the driver the following
instructions:
• Accelerate to a speed that you feel comfortable,
then make a gentle, smooth stop.
• Now, repeat that and stop when I tell you to do
so.
• Next, accelerate to 25 mph and gently stop when
I tell you to.
• This time, I want you to stop as quickly as you
can, while maintaining full control of the vehicle.
Note: It is recommended to achieve speeds of 4050 mph during this phase of training. It usually
takes 15-20 minutes. Use this training strategy
until a driver learns to accelerate, they won’t learn
to trust that the brake will stop them.
FYI: This is also very effective when training an
experienced driver to accommodate to adaptive
gas/brake systems.

BRAKING
The following are braking principles you want to
teach and practice with new drivers in a graduated
manner.
• Begin braking early
• Slow gradually
• Feather the braking at the final stop by releasing
some pressure while still applying enough to keep
the vehicle from moving. This will eliminate the
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hard, jerky stops common to inexperienced drivers or when training with adaptive equipment
• When stopping behind another vehicle, stop
where you can see both rear tires touching the
pavement (visual reference point).
• You should be going your slowest speed just before starting a turn (especially to the right). You
should not still be braking hard after initiating the
turn. This will allow you to stay in full control
during the turn and be ready to use the proper
technique for a turn.
• You cannot drive for the person behind you, but
you can protect yourself from him. If you slow
gradually, the person behind you will slow gradually with you. If you wait and hit the brakes hard,
they will also wait, and they may not get stopped
in time.

BACKING UP
There are differing opinions regarding how you
look behind you when backing. Common practice
is to look over the shoulder. When using hand controls, it is necessary to use your mirrors when backing, as turning fully over the shoulder is difficult.
The following are steps to teach backing:
• Train the driver to identify a target in the distance
to aim for when backing. Use the high brake light
or center rear headrest to sight the target to keep it
in line. Using the rearview mirror, line the target
up with the high brake light or headrest. If they
begin to drift, instruct them to make a gentle correction to keep the target aligned.
• Turn the steering wheel in the direction you want
the back of the vehicle to go.
• I t takes very little turning of the steering wheel to
make an adjustment in position.
•E
 liminate the mirrors by misaligning the rearview
mirror or having the driver close his or her eyes
to “feel” what the vehicle is doing when turning
the steering wheel during backing (kinesthetic
sensation).

TRACKING ON CURVES
•U
 se the oil slick and hood ornament techniques
(described in the Summer 2017 NewsBrake).
•D
 ecrease speed to maintain control. Excessive
speed is the number one reason for loss of control
on a curve.
•H
 ave the new driver complete commentary driving.
•L
 ane position is critical. The tendency for most
inexperienced drivers is to drift within the lane.
This may require significant repetition and different visual reference activities/techniques to
incorporate. If an inexperienced driver cannot
maintain lane position after considerable training, the instructor must determine the cause and
if continued training is appropriate.
•L
 ane positioning is also one of the foundation
skills that should be evaluated on an initial evaluation.
• I f an experienced driver who is drifting in the lane
or over the lane divider cannot make improve-
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Steve Adams, OTR,
CDI, CDRS, CHT

Tommy Crumpton,
OTR, CDRS (retired)

ments or is unaware of what they are doing, they
would not likely be able to correct the deficit and
therefore should not continue to drive.

SPEED CONTROL ON HILLS
Slow acceleration uphill and excessive speed
downhill are common for inexperienced drivers.
They need education and training for the effects
of gravity and how to appropriately accelerate and
decelerate on hills.
• Encourage uphill acceleration, but be prepared to
intervene with the instructor brake and possibly
the steering wheel when the driver gains speed
going downhill
• Anxiety will increase significantly when a driver
tops a steep hill and starts down. Some new drivers forget to use the brake, others will slam the
brakes on. Be ready for either.
• Instead of using the brake, some inexperienced
drivers will spontaneously and erratically begin to
turn the steering wheel left and right in an attempt
to slow the vehicle when going downhill. You
must be ready to intervene at this point.
• There is generally a natural adjustment with adequate training time.

FATIGUE TOLERANCE
Driving is a task that requires significant attention
and learning the skills needed for driving can be
very fatiguing. Often times new drivers will not realize they are getting tired, so you should be on the
lookout for deterioration in skills.
• For physical fatigue, take a break. As tolerance
improves, the fatigue decreases.
• As anxiety increases, tension builds leading to
both physical and mental fatigue.
• Mental fatigue is more common for inexperienced drivers than physical fatigue and is often
more limiting.
• Most new drivers experience mental fatigue to
some degree.
• If mental fatigue is not monitored and recognized,
it can quickly lead to mental shut-down leaving
the patient unable to function, yet they may still
be behind the wheel.
• Take breaks. Let the brain rest. Ask the driver
how he/she thinks they relax the best (examples):
- Stop and close his eyes
- Get out of the car and stretch/walk
- Listen to the radio
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Research Road
The 2018 ADED Conference in Richmond, VA
had a Record Number of Poster Presentations!
The ADED conference poster session provides
a friendly method for ADED members to share
their ideas, new practice methods and research
with the ADED community. The presenters
ranged from graduate students to practioners
to seasoned researchers. Poster session attendees have the opportunity to see what their colleagues are doing while poster presenters have
the opportunity to get feedback on their ideas
in a supportive environment. Sharing the poster
abstracts provides ADED members who were
unable to attend the 2018 conference on overview of the breadth of topics presented. The research committee encourages you to share your
ideas, new techniques or research at the 2019
conference. The call for poster abstracts is a
bit later than the call for presentations. ADED
members are encouraged to submit abstracts
for both completed work as well as activities
that are in progress. If you have any questions,
please feel to contact the research committee
for advice by sending your questions and comments to the committee chair, Beth Rolland at
beth.rolland7@gmail.com.

Poster # 1
“The Predictive Value of the Rookwood
Driving Battery in Young Adults”
Authors: Clay Huie, OTR/L, CDRS, Occupational Therapy Director & Michaux Arthur,
OTD student
Poster presenters: Clay Huie, OTR/L
CDRS, Occupational Therapy Director &
Michaux Arthur, OTD student
As driving specialists and therapists, we
rely heavily on our in-clinic assessment to
provide insightful information regarding the

**********

**********

10

readiness to pursue driving from a cognitive or neuropsychological standpoint. This
study will examine the predictive value (obtaining a driver’s license) of the Rookwood
Driving Battery (RWB). The RWB is an assessment that was developed at Rookwood
Hospital in Cardiff, England over a period
of 17 years from 1989-2017. Specifically,
the RWB addresses visual perception, praxis
skills, and executive function. Within these
three areas are 15 subtests that make up the
RWB. The driving program at Wilson Workforce and Rehab Center (WWRC) began
using the RWB in 2015/2016 when driving
therapists could no longer perform a behindthe-wheel assessment (even on a restricted
driving range) with a client unless they had a
valid learner’s permit or license. The RWB
was obtained with the goal of finding an additional in-clinic assessment that would provide reliable and valid information regarding the driving potential of clients receiving
driving services at WWRC.
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Poster # 2
Evaluation of CarFit Criteria Compliance
and Knowledge of Seat Adjustment
Authors: Shayne McConomy, PhD, Johnell
Brooks, PhD, Paul Venhovens, PhD, Yubin Xi,
PhD, Patrick Rosopa, PhD, John DesJardins,
PhD, Kevin Kopera, MD, MPH, Nathalie
Drouin, OTR/L, CDI, CDRS, Leah Belle,
OTR/L, CDI, CDRS, Connie Truesdail, MEd,
Stephanie Tanner, MS, Kathy Lococo, BA, Loren Staplin, PhD, Elin Schold Davis, OTR/L,
CDRS, FAOTA
Poster presenter:
Nathalie Drouin, OTR/L, CDRS, CDI
Improper fit in a vehicle may affect a driver’s
ability to reach the steering wheel and pedals, view the roadway and instrument gauges,
and allow vehicle safety features to protect
the driver during a crash. CarFit is a community outreach program to educate older drivers
on proper “fit” within their personal vehicle. A
subset of measurements from CarFit were used
to quantify the “fit” of 97 older drivers over 60
and 20 younger drivers, ages 30-39, in their personal vehicles. Binary, logistic regression was
used to assess the likelihood of drivers meeting
the CarFit measurement criteria prior to and after CarFit education. The results showed older
drivers were five times more likely than younger drivers to meet the CarFit criteria for line of
sight above the steering wheel, suggesting that
younger drivers would also benefit from CarFit
education. Binary, logistic regression was used
to determine whether a subset of 33 older drivers selected a seating position that allowed them
to operate the brake without fully extending
their leg or reaching with their toes. Results
showed 45% positioned themselves too far from
the brake pedal, and therefore might benefit
from additional education and/or equipment to
better accommodate their “fit” (e.g., power adjustable pedals or pedal extenders). The findings
of this study show that both age and stature were
significant predictor variables to assess the likelihood of compliance with the CarFit criteria.
Restructuring the CarFit checklist could assist
CarFit technicians with optimizing a driver’s
“fit” in his/her own vehicle.
**********
Poster # 3
Understanding Pedal Usage and Foot Movement Characteristics of Older Drivers
Authors: Yubin Xi, PhD, Johnell Brooks,
PhD, Paul Venhovens, PhD, Shayne McConomy, PhD, John DesJardins, PhD, Patrick
Rosopa, PhD, Kevin Kopera, MD, MPH, Constance Truesdail, MEd, Leah Belle, OTR/L,
CDI, CDRS, Nathalie Drouin, OTR/L, CDI,
CDRS, Sarah Hennessy, MS, Stephanie Tanner,
MS, Jeremy McKee, BS, Kathy Lococo, BA
Poster presenter:
Leah Belle, OTR/L, CDI, CDRS
Previous research shows that older drivers are
overrepresented in crashes caused by pedal application errors and that driving tasks prone to
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pedal errors include emergency braking, parking
lot maneuvers and reaching out of the driver’s
window. The purpose of this research was to understand older drivers’ foot movements during
on-road driving tasks associated with higher
risk of pedal error. Twenty-six participants over
the age of 60 were accompanied by a CDRS and
drove an instrumented vehicle along a standard
route. Drivers completed 10 stopping tasks as
the baseline for stopping performance, a startlebraking task, two forward parking tasks and
two reaching out of the vehicle tasks. Results
revealed significant correlation between driver
stature and foot movement method, and between
shoe length and foot movement method in baseline tasks. Lateral foot placement on the brake
pedal during baseline driving tasks, however,
was not significantly correlated with the foot
movement method. In a startle-braking task,
participants tended to use foot lifting, although
the lateral foot placement was not significantly
to the right compared with that in baseline tasks.
In reaching-out tasks, participants’ foot placement on the brake was more rightward, compared with the placement prior to reaching out.
This research provides information that may assist OTs and DRSs with an increased awareness
of older drivers’ pedal operation behaviors during on-road driving tasks associated with pedal
misapplication. This knowledge may benefit
OT and DRS practices not only during in-clinic
screenings but also during behind-the-wheel
evaluations of older drivers.
**********
Poster # 4
The Ingress and Egress Strategies of Wheelchair Users Transferring Into and Out of
Two Sedans
Authors: Greg Schaupp, Johnell Brooks,
PhD, Julia Seeanner, Casey Jenkins, Constance
Truesdail
Poster presenter:
Johnell Brooks, Ph.D.
The ability to independently transfer into and out
of a vehicle is essential for many wheelchair users to achieve driving independence. The purpose
of the current study is to build upon the previous exploratory study that investigated the transfer strategies of wheelchair users by observing
YouTube videos. This observational study videotaped five wheelchair users transferring from
their wheelchairs into two research vehicles,
a small and mid-size sedan that were equipped
with a 50mm grid. The goal of this study was to
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use these videos and vehicle grids to precisely
identify ingress and egress motions as well as
“touch points” of the wheelchair users in a controlled setting. Using the videos from multiple
different camera perspectives, the participants’
ingress and egress transfers were coded, documenting the touch points and step-by-step action
sequences. The locations of touch points and
lines representing the participant’s actions were
plotted in a CAD model of each vehicle. Results
indicate that drivers tend to transfer using one of
two primary techniques, hand-first or foot-first,
and that clusters of touch points are found primarily on the driver’s seat and the steering wheel
of the vehicle. The strategies used and touch point
locations for ingress and egress were very similar between participants; however, fewer drivers
used the steering wheel for egress transfers than
for ingress transfers. This observational study is
the next step to identify specific touch points and
precise strategies of drivers when transferring
from their own wheelchair into the driver’s seats
of two sedans and vice versa.
**********
Poster # 5
Teaching Pre-Driving Skills to Individuals
with Intellectual Disabilities Using a Driving
Simulator
Authors: Johnell Brooks, PhD, Casey
Jenkins, Virginia Morash-Macneil, Friggita
Johnson, Joseph B. Ryan, PhD, James C. Collins, PhD
Poster presenter:
Johnell Brooks, Ph.D.
Research has consistently demonstrated that
employment outcomes are directly and favorably influenced by attainment of a driver’s
license and having access to a vehicle. Being
able to drive also enhances one’s ability to
capitalize on quality jobs, and expands one’s
access to other opportunities such as personal
independence and community services. Young
adults with intellectual disabilities have limited
access to learning opportunities that might help
them prepare for the possibility of driving and
its related life advantages. The current study
used a multiple baseline design across subjects
to determine if a training protocol utilizing a
driving simulator could improve the lane keeping skills of four young adults with intellectual
disabilities. Instruction was provided using a
set of interactive exercises that focused on the
driving simulator’s steering wheel and pedal
operation. Results revealed that all four participants dramatically improved their lane keeping
skills thus suggesting that some community
mobility skills can be addressed using driving simulator protocols in safe environments.
Examples of student skill improvement such
as transition from two-footed driving to onefooted (right foot) driving and proper hand positioning and driving posture will be discussed
as well as subsequent research and educational
initiatives.
**********
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Poster # 6 A user-centered design
exploration of fully autonomous vehicles’
passenger compartments for at-risk
populations

ing the motivation for establishing the program.
Teens then practice these skills on a closed-road
course while receiving in-car feedback from professional driving instructors. Each class instructs
up to 30 students with approximately eight courses per year. Over a one-year period, 134 participants completed a survey immediately after the
course; 50 of those teens also completed a phone
survey approximately three months later. During
the phone survey, 72% of the teens reported that
they used the skills taught in the class on the road;
69% of these teens stated they had avoided a
crash by using braking, skid recovery or steering
skills they practiced on the track. 92% of students
reported a change in their driving behaviors as a
result of the class. A description of the course as
well as the results of the survey and phone interviews will be discussed.

Authors: Lauren Mims, Johnell Brooks,
PhD, Casey Jenkins, Damian Lucaciu, Pete
Denman
Poster presenter:
Lauren Mims, PhD student
Autonomous vehicles have the potential
to provide mobility to individuals who
experience transportation disadvantages
due to the inability to drive as a result of
physical, cognitive or visual limitations
as well as able-bodied individuals with
no/limited desire to drive. Individuals
who do not have easy access to transportation have social, academic, health and
career disadvantages in comparison to
their peers. Fully autonomous vehicles
have the potential to offer mobility solutions to these individuals. A user-center
design approach was utilized by a multidisciplinary team representing engineering, human factors and design to develop
future vehicle concepts for a broad range
of users. In-depth interviews and day-inthe-life experiences provided the team
with an understanding of the needs and
constraints of very different types of users including a quadriplegic who uses a
motorized wheelchair, a millennial with
a visual impairment, a mom with 3 kids
and a professional who does not want to
drive. Specifications, user preferences,
vehicle packaging requirements including
ingress/egress, head clearance, passenger
volume, etc. as well as potential vehicle
interfaces for entertainment and driving
metrics are discussed for each user.
**********

Poster # 7
An Exploratory Evaluation of Teens’ Views
of the Guard Your Life Driving Program
Authors: Lauren Mims, Breno Schwambach, Casey Jenkins, Johnell Brooks, PhD, Dan
Gubitosa
Poster presenter:
Lauren Mims, PhD student
After losing their teenage daughter in a single
vehicle crash, the Humphries family decided
they wanted to do something proactive to try
to prevent this tragedy from happening to other
families. The Guard Your Life program was established five years ago, in partnership with the
BMW Performance Driving Center in Greer, SC.
The program focuses on defensive driving skills
that are nearly impossible to practice on public
roads, specifically ABS braking, skid recovery
and distracted driving. The half-day program
starts with a classroom presentation that discusses proper seating and hand positioning, how
to “listen” to one’s vehicle, the components of
driver distraction (visual, motor, cognitive), understeer/oversteer, ABS systems as well as shar-

**********
Poster # 8
Who really understands the information
presented on instrument clusters?
Authors: Breno Schwambach, Lauren
Mims, Casey Jenkins, Johnell Brooks, PhD
Poster presenter:
Breno Schwambach, PhD student
With the dramatic increase of technology, vehicle’s instrument clusters have become more
complex. The earliest cars could only achieve
low speeds; therefore drivers did not need to
monitor the vehicle’s speed. With further evolution of cars, the presence of speedometers,
tachometers, fuel gauges, indicator lights, etc.
became common. In recent years, the push for
connectivity with smartphones and the development of advanced driver assistance systems is
transforming the car from a mechanical system
into an intelligent information system, leading
to an increase in the complexity. On top of this,
different powertrain configurations (e.g. internal
combustion engines, hybrids, electric vehicles)
are available on the market. When comparing
the instrument cluster information obtained
from one company’s user’s manual of three
powertrain variants, 71 different sources of information signals were documented. The overlap and differences between the vehicles will be
shown and discussed. The increase in functions
on modern vehicles has increased the demand
on drivers to become familiar with the all the
options and information displayed. Prior to this
study, it was unknown how much of this information could be identified by high school students in comparison to engineers. More than 50
high school and engineering students completed
a survey to assess their knowledge of different
vehicle’s instrument clusters. Understanding
what information needs to be displayed in the
instrument cluster may benefit not only drivers,
but also passengers of current vehicles and future autonomous vehicles. The findings of this
study are important for the ADED community
when evaluating and training clients.
**********
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Poster # 9
The Impact of a Concussion on Simulated
Driving Tasks: A Pilot Study
Authors: John Lucas, MD, Molly Anderson, ATC, Nicole Trippedo, ATC, Johnell
Brooks, PhD, Breno Schwambach, Lauren
Mims, Casey Jenkins, Robert Prucka, PhD,
James Weatherhead, Ken Melnrick
Poster presenter:
Breno Schwambach, PhD student
Concussions are a common injury among athletes in the United States. A concussion may
induce a variety of cognitive, visual, physical,
and emotional symptoms. After the injury, deficits in motor control, visual-spatial awareness,
reaction time, sleep and vestibular problems are
likely. While concussions are common in adolescents, so are motor vehicle accidents. Motor
vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death
for U.S. teens. Driving is a complex task that
requires cognitive, visual and motor skills. The
driver must have adequate motor strength and
coordination as well as cognitive skills such as
concentration, attention, visual perception, insight and memory. To date, there is little published research examining the risk of operating a motor vehicle after concussion. There is,
however, published data regarding driving after
mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI). It has been
established that patients with mTBI are significantly slower to respond to traffic hazards than
those with minor orthopedic injuries. Even
more concerning, researchers showed half of
individuals recovering from mTBI do not intend
to moderate their driving exposure post-injury.
The return to driving is a contentious topic that
has significant ramifications for both patients
and their loved ones. Though considered a privilege, driving is a staple of our society. The aim
of this pilot driving simulator study is to determine whether patients diagnosed with a concussion show decreased performance on tasks on a
driving simulator in comparison to a community
based controls.
**********
Poster # 10
A Case Study: Incorporating a Driving
Simulator into an OT Clinic

striving to provide this continuum of care. The
considerations on where to place a simulator,
including lighting, air flow, power, ease of patient access, and distractibility to other clients,
will be discussed. Facilities must consider the
fit between treatment modalities, agency needs,
and clinician interest. The process used to select and train the OT simulator operators will be
provided. A simulator training protocol, including a guide document of the performance skills
assessed, including physical functioning, cognition, and vision, will be discussed. Due to the
breadth of clients who were anticipated to use
the simulator, a phased approach was designed
where clients first demonstrated the underlying
skills needed for driving using interactive exercises (upper body alone, lower body alone, upper body and lower body together) prior to using driving scenes. During the duration of this,
study over a dozen clinicians ranging from OT
assistant or therapist to OT DRSs used the simulator with more than 325 patients. The diagnosis, payer source, referral source, documentation, billing, etc. will be summarized.
**********

Authors: Susie Touchinsky, OTR/L,
SCDCM, CDRS, Felicia Chew, MS, OTR/L,
FAOTA, Johnell Brooks, PhD, Doug Evans, MS

Poster # 11
Characteristics of Young Drivers wtih
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)

Poster presenter:
Susan Touchinsky, OTR/L, SCDCM, CDRS

Authors: Danielle Czajkowski, MS,
OTR/L, CDRS, CDI & Nicole Thonn, MS,
OTR/L, CDRS, CDI

Healthcare organizations are encouraging occupational therapy (OT) generalists to address
driving & community mobility with their clients. These organizations encourage a continuum of care model empowering OT generalists
to initiate driving & community mobility conversations, conduct basic screenings, & facilitate referrals to driver rehabilitation specialists
(DRS) for more complicated clients. This poster
provides an overview of the installation, training and use of a driving simulator during a 14
month period, within an organization that is
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Presenters: Danielle Czajkowski, MS,
OTR/L, CDRS, CDI & Nicole Thonn, MS,
OTR/L, CDRS, CDI
Driving is a complex task and individuals with
ASD may be at increased risks. The primary
purpose of this study was to identify characteristics associated with young drivers with ASD.
The secondary purpose was to identify which,
if any, clinical assessment findings were associated with becoming a licensed driver. METH-
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ODS: This retrospective, medical chart review
study included young drivers between the ages
of 15-25 with a diagnosis of ASD who participated in a driver rehabilitation program. The
main outcome measure was the attainment of a
driver’s license.    RESULTS: Sixty young drivers met the inclusion criteria with an age range
from 15-24 years; 25% had a comorbid diagnosis of ADHD. Age differences between the sexes
were significant. On the initial behind the wheel
(BTW) evaluation, good breaking and gas ability was associated with obtaining a license.
On the final BTW evaluation, good emotional
control was associated with obtaining a license.
Females were less likely to obtain a driver’s
license. No sex differences were observed on
either the initial or final BTW evaluation related
to steering, breaking/gas, lane maintenance,
emotional control, attention, or multi-tasking.   
DISCUSSION: Males with ASD were more
likely to be younger and to obtain a driver’s license as compared to the females despite similar BTW performances. Further investigation
is needed related to potential social factors that
may be negatively influencing young female
drivers with ASD to attain a driver’s license.
**********
Poster # 12
Adaptive Driving Equipment Study
Authors: Amy Brzuz, OTD, OTR/L,
Douglas Deak, OTS, Sara Elifritz, OTS, Abby
Froman, OTS, Katrina Nickerson, OTS
Poster presenter:
Amy Brzuz, OTD, OTR/L
Driving is a daily activity that many people
take for granted. Driving allows for participation, social interaction, and completion of many
daily activities. In driving rehabilitation settings, occupational therapy fulfills the role of
helping clients to maintain the opportunity for
community mobility that is necessary for daily
living. The purpose of this study was to identify what factors influence client compliance to
the utilization of adaptive driving equipment.
Knowledge of these factors will help driving
rehabilitation professionals better assist clients
in future equipment compliance. This quantitative study consisted of gathering data through an
anonymous survey sent to 300 participants with
approximately a 20% response rate of 59 participants. Results indicate that 98% of participants
were compliant with the adaptive driving equipment. Some of the common devices utilized by
the participants include spinner knobs/ other
steering devices, hand controlled gas/ brake
pedals, left foot gas pedals, adapted seating,
adapted entry/ exit, high tech gas/ brake pedals
and/ or steering, and high tech secondary controls. Many of the study participants indicated
that the adaptive driving equipment is a necessity for driving independence due to physical
conditions; this could be the reason that such a
high percentage of the individuals were compliant with the adaptive equipment. Thirty-one of
the returned surveys were in the older adult population ages 55 years and older. Fourteen of the
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surveys were younger adults ages 18-35 years.
It was found that the vast majority of participants are compliant. Future research should be
conducted to expand knowledge on this topic.

have been created by the community, and encourage CDRS practitioners to reflect on their
own practice and how they connect with the
larger medical community.

**********
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Poster # 13
Brake Reaction Time and Hand Controls:
Enhancing the Clinical Driving Evaluation
Author: Kandy Salter, Kandy Salter, OTD,
OTR/L.
Presenter: Kandy Salter, OTD, OTR/L
This scoping literature review was used to investigate the clinical driving evaluation process
used to determine the use of specific hand controls used to accelerate/brake. Twenty relevant
articles and other works were reviewed. From
this review, a strong link between driving and
other occupations was found, firmly positioning
occupational therapists (OTs) to address driving and to collaborate with driver rehabilitation
specialists (DRSs). Despite evidence to support
the use of a battery of clinical evaluation tools,
including brake reaction time tests, no evidence
was found specific to evaluating upper extremity reaction speed. In addition to this, no literature was found regarding making recommendations specific to the type of hand controls during
a clinical driving evaluation. OTs and DRSs are
skilled in relating information gathered during
the clinical evaluation process to the occupation
of driving, including the use of hand controls.
**********
Poster # 14
Fitness to Drive Community of Practice:
Collaboration to meet the needs of our
clients
Author: Terri Cassidy, OTD, OTR/L, CDRS
Poster presenter:
Terri Cassidy, OTD, OTR/L, CDRS
Significant work has been done by the American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA)
and the Association of Driver Rehabilitation
Specialists (ADED) to build the capacity of occupational therapy practitioners to address driving (Schold Davis, 2014). It is important to have
generalist practitioners working together with
Driver Rehabilitation Specialists to meet the
varied transportation needs of our aging society.
Despite a multitude of driving-related resources,
many occupational therapy practitioners do not
feel confident enough to address driving with
their clients (Dickerson, 2014). Through the Engage Mobility Initiative, we have implemented
two different types of communities of practice
to support occupational therapy practitioners in
addressing driving as part of their routine practice. Both communities are designed to provide
members with opportunities to create and share
evidence-based practice, build confidence in addressing driving and community mobility with
clients, and create best practice for practitioners
in our region. This presentation will outline the
process of creating the communities of practice,
discuss outcomes thus far, share resources that
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Poster # 15
Cannabis legalization and driving:
Exploring young Canadians’ perceptions
and attitudes
Authors: Robert Colonna, BHSc., MSc
Student, Dr. Liliana Alvarez, PhD
Presenter:
Robert Colonna, BHSc., MSc Student
Youth between the ages of 18 to 24 have both
the highest rates of cannabis use in Canada and
account for over 20% of road traffic fatalities
and serious injuries, although they make up
only 13% of the driving population (1). With
cannabis legalization forthcoming, and based
on international evidence, there is a projected
increase in youth cannabis use and potentially
cannabis-impaired driving (2). Recent evidence
in the Canadian context shows youth express a
lack of concern regarding the impact of driving
under the influence of cannabis (DUIC) (3),
yet DUIC is proven to increase the risk of
fatal motor vehicle collisions and has already
become more prevalent in Canadian youth
than alcohol-impaired driving (4). The primary
objective of this study is to explore young
drivers’ (ages 18 to 24) knowledge, perceptions
and attitudes towards the use and legalization
of cannabis in relation to driving habits and
impaired driving. If legalization leads to an
increase in cannabis-impaired driving, then
this poses a public health risk to all road users.
This study utilizes a mixed methods sequential
explanatory design with quantitative (online
survey) and qualitative (focus groups) data.
This poster will present the survey design
and summarize the resulting implications.
The convergence of high cannabis use rates
and impaired driving performance in the 18
to 24 years of age demographic represents a
unique set of challenges facing legalization.
Considering the potential health and social
implications, this time-sensitive research is
imperative to inform policy and interventions
as legalization is forthcoming.
**********
Poster # 16
Adherence to Driving Safety Standards
among Passengers using Wheelchairs as
Seats in Motor Vehicles
Authors: Dana Benoit, OT, MSc, CDRS,
Carolyn Bulua, MSc, A(OT), Karine Hamel,
MSc, A(OT), Myriam Massicotte, MSc A(OT),
Emily Tremblay, MSc, A(OT), Isabelle Galinas, PhD
Poster presenter:
Isabelle Galinas, PhD
Introduction: An individual with a disability
who remains seated in a wheelchair (WC)
while traveling in a motor vehicle is at a
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higher risk of injury in the event of a crash;
it is therefore important to apply the current universal safety standards suggested by
RESNA to assure optimal safety. Objectives:
To determine the proportion of passengers being transported in their WC in the Montreal
metropolitan area who meet the current safety
standards and to assess the factors that impact
on the application of these standards. Methods: Thirty-one adult passengers (mean age =
65.8, SD= 13.7) were photographed and observed while sitting in their WC in a motor
vehicle using a checklist based on RESNA’s
practice guidelines. Nine drivers were contacted for a follow up phone interview to determine key factors affecting the application
of safety standards. Results: None of the passengers were secured according to all safety
standards. 68% of the passengers had the fourpoint tie downs applied, 46% had the lap belt
correctly positioned and 2% had the shoulder
belt properly placed. Factors that influenced
the misapplication of standards included job
related stress linked to forgetfulness of tie
downs and minimal training received which
caused inadequate placement of the seat belts.
Conclusion: This study provides additional
knowledge about the application of the guidelines for safe transportation of wheelchair
users. Understanding the factors that influence the application of the safety standards
may assist in the development of educational
strategies to maximize passenger safety while
traveling in motor vehicles.
**********
Poster # 17
Using a driving simulator in a VA driver
rehab program
Authors: Joseph Neczek, MS, RKT,
CDRS, Roger Kelsch, RKT, CDRS, Johnell
Brooks, PhD
Poster presenter:
Joseph Neczek, MS, RKT, CDRS
This poster will give an overview on how one
VA facility incorporated a driving simulator into
their program. The integration of the driving
simulator into patient care activities will be described from the full spectrum of evaluation to
rehabilitation. Perspectives will be provided by
both a tech savvy CDRS who immediately started to use the simulator with patients as well as a
CDRS who needed a bit of time to practice and
to become familiar with the sim and software
tools prior to using with clients. In addition to
describing the simulator tools used with a broad
range of clients, the use of the simulator with
different patient populations will be discussed.
A collaboration with a university allowed for
the collection of sample data for the primary
tasks used in the clinic to provide performance
standards for community dwelling younger and
older drivers using the driving simulator. The
thresholds/guidelines used by the CDRS will be
discussed.
**********
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Poster # 18
On the road again, a successful team
approach
Author: Carolle Leroux, OT CDRS
Poster presenter:
Carolle Leroux, OT CDRS
This poster will present the case of a client
with quadriplegia living in a remote area who
was determined to drive again. It will illustrate
his journey starting from referral all the way
to independent driving. The overall evaluation
process will be presented, including the preassessment phase (done remotely through video-chatting) and the importance of input from
the treating rehab team. The poster will highlight how a collaborative approach between
OT (CDRS), driving instructor, lead adaptation technician/supervisor, manufacturer and
client led to creative solutions for access and
mastery of primary, secondary and tertiary controls. Optimizing safety and stability when the
client’s wheelchair system is not fully WC19
compliant will be addressed. Finally the poster
will cover final fitting, in-vehicle training and
the client’s successful return to independent
driving!
**********
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Poster # 19
Effects of Background Music on Driving
Performance in Individuals with Autism
Spectrum Disorder Compared to
Neurotypical
Author: Brittany Goehmann, OTS, Anne
Dickerson, PhD, OTR/L, SCDCM, FAOTA
Poster presenters: Anne Dickerson,
PhD, OTR/L, SCDCM, FAOTA, Brittany
Goehmann, OTS
Music may influence the environment to
maximize performance in the IADL of driving, and driving is an important first step in
attaining independence and developing social
relationships (Monahan, 2012).  If it is known
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how to best control the vehicle environment
to allow for safe driving, then people will be
able to achieve greater independence.   The
purpose of this pilot study was to investigate
the effects of background music on the driving
performance of ASD individuals as compared
with neurotypical individuals.  A quasi-experimental 2 (ASD/not ASD) x3 (music condition:  no music, light classical, and self-selected) factorial design was used.   Interestingly,
repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant difference overall between classical,
self-selected, and control music conditions
or between the two groups of drivers. Upon
closer examination, a significant difference
was found between music conditions among
young drivers with ASD. The ASD group performed best with self-selected music. Overall, background music does not affect driving
performance of a teen/young adult when using an interactive driving simulator, providing contesting evidence against the common
assumption that music is a distraction while
driving. However, drivers with ASD drive
best with self-selected music. Thus, for drivers with ASD, self-selected background music
offers the most promise in modulating the environment to allow for better processing and
performance in the complex daily activity of
driving.
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August 10-11, 2018 ADED 2-Day Courses

Introduction to Driver Rehabilitation

Application of Adaptive Vehicle Modifications

Presenters: Nathalie Drouin, OTR/L, CDI, CDRS
and Jill Sclease, CTRS, CDRS

Presenters: Bryan Garrison, RKT, CDRS
and Todd Keanan, RKT, CDRS

August 11, 2018 Full Day Workshops

Evidence-Informed Driver Rehabilitation Practice:
Strategies for Evaluating, Collecting, and Presenting Research Findings
Presenters: Johnell Brooks, PhD, Beth Rolland, OT, CDRS,
Mary Shotwell, PhD, OT/L, FAOTA, and Christy Horner, OT, CDRS,
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Visual Challenges by
Diagnosis and Strategies
for Safe Driving
Presenter: Cyndee Crompton,
MS, OTR/L, CDRS, SCDCM

Conference Coverage

August 11, 2018 Full Day Workshops

Autonomous Vehicles and Medically At-Risk-Drivers through the Lifespan:
Role, Function and Future Directives for the Driver Rehabilitation Specialist
Presenters: Sherrilene Classen, PhD, MPH, OTR/L, FAOT, FGSA ,
Mary Jeghers, MSOT, OTR/L, Shabnam Medhizadah, MSc, BSc,
Sandra Winter, PhD, OTR/L, and Luther King, DrOT, OTR/L, CDI, DRS

August 12, 2018

Beyond Duct Tape 2.0;
What Every Evaluator Needs to Know
Presenters: Eva Richardville OTR, ATP, CDRS, CAPS and
Anne Hegberg OTR/L, CDRS, CDI
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Keynote Address: Cognitive
Factors Impacting Driving Safety
Presenter: Terrie Price, Ph.D.,
ABPP (Rp)
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August 13, 2018

How to Guide to Mechanical
Hand Control Prescription and
Training
Presenter: Beth Anderson Gibson
OTR/L, CDRS

How to be the Bearer of Bad
News: Adapting the Expertise of
Oncologists to Driver
Rehabilitation

Ethical Issues for Driver
Rehabilitation Specialists
Presenter: Michael A. Gillette, Ph.D.

Presenter: Rosamond Gianutsos,
CDRS, PhD

August 14, 2018

Vehicle Automation Technologies
and Medically At-Risk-Drivers
through the Lifespan: Role,
Function and Future Directives
for the Driver Rehabilitation
Specialist

Vision Impairments that Affect
Driving Performance
Presenter: Fay Jobe Tripp, MS, OTR/L,
CDRS

“When we
leave the ADED
conference we feel
we got something
for our money, we
leave others and
ask ourselves is it
worth the money
to come.”

Presenters: Sherrilene Classen, PhD,
MPH, OTR/L, FAOT, FGSA,
Mary Jeghers and
Shabnam Medhizadah, MSc, BSc
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August 14, 2018

Driving & Community Mobility: Occupational Therapy
Practitioner Roles in Driving Rehabilitation Program
Presenters: Susan Touchinsky, OTR/L, SCDCM, CDRS, Terri Cassidy, OTD, OTR/L, CDRS, Jenny Nordine, OTR/L, CDRS
Elin Schold-Davis, OTR/L, CDRS, and Anne E. Dickerson, PhD, OTR/L, SCDCM, FAOTA

Medicare Guidelines Overview
Presenters: Meredith Sweeney, OTR/L, CDI, CDRS and
Mary Beth Meyer, OTR/L, CDI, CDRS

An Uber Driver with Spastic Cerebral Palsy...
Would you Get In?
Presenters: Mary Breister, OTR/L, CDRS and Johnny Kelley

Driver Education Training:
In-Vehicle Instructor Skills
Presenters: Sharon Fife and Nina Jo Saint

NewsBrake
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Congratulations to Elizabeth Green
on her 10-year anniversary as
ADED’s executive director!
During the ADED Annual Awards banquet,
Elizabeth Green was recognized in achieving a
significant milestone: her 10-year anniversary as
our executive director. Her loyalty and dedication to ADED staff, the board, committees, and
members was acknowledged.
ADED has undergone many positive changes in
the past 10 years, under her directorship. Over
the years, there have certainly been several chal-

lenges, but so many more achievements were
realized.
Liz has worked to increase the visibility of
ADED and the value of the driver rehabilitation
specialist and the CDRS practitioner. The relationships she has fostered with our partners, sister organizations and stakeholders have helped
ADED’s credibility, growth and professional
reputation.

“The success of such an
organization is not only
determined by its members,
volunteers or even board
members, but rather in
collaboration with its
executive leader who is the
constant presence and the
face of our organization.
That person sells the vision
and mission of ADED
to stakeholders and the
community.”
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The 2018 ADED Annual Awards banquet
was an opportunity to give special recognition to our high achievers, those who are
driven by enthusiasm and commitment

in their careers, and to congratulate our
members who have gone above and beyond
to improve the field of driver rehabilitation.

The ADED annual banquet is an evening to
celebrate and acknowledges personal and
professional achievement.

The Distinguished Service Award
A competitive award given to individual or
groups who have demonstrated distinguished
service and/or support to the overall area of mo-

bility for persons with disabilities. This person
is selected for their discernible and unique contributions to this field. This award is considered

the most prestigious award presented to a nonmember.

Dr. Pierro Hirsch
Dr. Pierro Hirsch is the Director of Road Safety Research
at Virage Simulation. He has
over four decades of experience studying the effects of
training on driver behavior
and crash risk from multiple
perspectives; that of a driver trainer, a driving school
owner, a researcher and as a
designer of simulator-based
training and assessment programs and scenarios.
Dr. Pierro Hirsch’s background makes his contribution
unique to the scientific community. As a previous driving instructor and
driving school owner, his experiences brought

insight into the actual versus
theoretical world of driver
behavior and the effects that
training, and assessment
have on driver awareness and
crash risk. He then applied
that knowledge and insight
into further research and the
application of science into
the development of driving
simulation.
His unwavering dedication
to road safety is evident
in his impressive list of
contributions and accomplishments.
The list of
his professional activities and recognition is
quite lengthy and includes multiple research

projects that he has conducted and published,
as both principal investigator and co-author.
It also includes more than 50 presentations
made throughout the world, webinars conducted, publication of journal articles, book
chapters, reports as well as contributions to
governing authorities.
If you ever had a chance to talk with him, you
immediately recognize his passion for this field.
His devotion to assuring a safe environment for
all drivers whether young or old, special needs
or injured, professional or traditional, are a few
of the many reasons he was nominated for this
award.
Congratulations to Dr. Pierro Hirsch as the recipient of the ADED Distinguished Service
Award.

Achievement Award
A competitive award presented to an individual
member of ADED who demonstrates outstanding contributions in the field of Driver Evalu-

ation and/or Education. It is not limited to the
current year but may be cumulative. This is presumed to be the most important award received

by a member of this organization and the second
most prestigious award presented by the Association.

Cyndee Crompton
Cyndee Crompton has been a member of ADED
since 1994. Although her early career began as
an OT, she started her own driver rehabilitation
business in 1997 and never looked back. Cyndee is constantly striving to improve her skills,
her program, and establishing herself as a model
for what a CDRS should be.
Cyndee is a leader in the field of driver rehabilitation. She is the consummate professional, a mentor, teacher and colleague. She
has worked to develop her own professional
skills so that she can provide the best service
to her clients. She is outspoken when she
needs to be and gives advice and constructive feedback whether it be to help her peers,
or even to an equipment manufacturer about
their products.
Her list of activities related to the field of driver
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rehabilitation is extensive,
and includes involvement in
education, publications, and
research. She has conducted
presentations to OTs and
health care students, driver
educators, community organizations, state and national
organizations. She has been
a regular presenter at ADED
conferences.
Her presence in ADED has
been strong. She has been a
regular attendee and presenter for many years at conference and educational offerings. She has served on the ADED board, held
multiple committee positions, and was at fore-
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front in the development of
ADED North Carolina Chapter and held the position of
chapter president.
Cyndee has been on numerous local and national advisory committees including
ADED, AOTA and NHTSA.
Throughout her tenure, she
has advocated and represented this organization and the
role of the CDRS in the driver
evaluation and education process.
Congratulations to Cyndee
Crompton as the recipient of
the ADED Achievement Award.
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191 Washington St., Auburn, Maine 04210
Tel (207) 777-3500 Fax (207) 777-3522

NEW PRODUCTS
2018 ADED
Annual Awards
A competitive award presented to an individual
or group, or organization that have demonstrat-

ed outstanding accomplishments in the areas of
research and applied engineering or other auto-

8 FUNCTIION

Dr. Johnell Brooks

motive endeavors related to the mobility of persons with disability.

JOYSTICK

group is groundbreaking in the
Dr. Johnell Brooks is an Associate Professor Through partnerships with
automotive industry and has
in the Department of Automotive Engineering DriveSafety Inc., she worked to
4
POSITIONS
JOYSTICK
the potential to impact driving
at Clemson University International Center
for develop some of the first reharehabilitation automotive and
bilitation tools that use simulaAutomotive Research.
+
SPINNER
equipment options.
tors to improve the quality of
Her educational background is impressive with
2 SWITCHESTo receive this specific award,
KNOB
life of patients with vision, moa Ph.D. in Industrial – Organizational Psycholtor, coordination and cognitive
a person does not need to be a
ogy, and M.S. in Applied Psychology, and a
changes. Her research reflects
member of ADED. Johnell is
B.S. in Psychology. She has used her education
therapists inspired and driving
not only a member, but quite
and energy to impact and improve the field of
scenarios that are being used by
an involved one. She serves on
driver rehabilitation in numerous ways.
more than 50 hospitals and clinthe Research Subcommittee, is
One of the biggest contribution Dr. Johnell ics worldwide.
a frequent contributing author
Brooks has made to driver rehabilitation has
to Newsbrake, and regularly
In addition to her research with
been through her driving simulator research.
driving
simulators, participates in ADED educational sessions and
Johnell is a member poster presentations to present her research.
of Clemson’s Deep She has a talent to communicate and share her
Orange: The Future research with driver rehabilitation specialists
“What a wonderful conference! As an exhibitor
of Automotive Inno- in a way that make it meaningful and relevant
vation. Deep Orange to our practice.
I was treated so well (which is not always
is an immersive ve- For those who have had the pleasure of gethicle prototype pro- ting to know and working with Johnell, they
the case) I was welcomed warmly, and will
gram at the Clemson immediately recognize that she is kind, truthcertainly attend again. Thanks very much for a
University Interna- ful, thoughtful and one in a million. Congratutional Center for Au- lations to Dr. Johnell Brooks as the recipient
fabulous conference!”
tomotive Research. of the ADED Research & Applied Engineering
Her work with this Award.

New Products

CHRYSLER HVAC

ODYSSEY HVAC

KNOW DRAIN
Tired of dead batteries?
Know drain allows any selected
equipment to be disconnected
with a magnetic switch.

.

Crescent Industries, Inc.

191 Washington St., Auburn, MaineKNOW
04210 DRAIN
Know
drain
Tel (207) 777-3500 Fax (207) 777-3522 will disconnect
selected equipment automatically if
www.crescentindustries.com
the battery voltage drops below a
safe reserve starting voltage.

The Impossible Takes A Little Longer
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The Scholar Award
This is a non-competitive award presented
to a member of ADED who has made

outstanding scholarly achievements in
the area of driver evaluation, education,

research, and/or engineering.

Carol Wheatley
Carol Wheatley is an occupational therapist,
who earned her master’s degree in education,
with a specialty in learning disabilities. She
then obtained certification as a CDRS. She is
a natural educator, as noted by many who have
worked with her. Throughout her lengthy career
she has made various contributions in the areas
of driver evaluation, rehabilitation and education. She is a locally and nationally recognized
expert often called upon to share her knowledge
in different venues. She has been adjunct faculty at the Towson University OT program since
1990. Carol has been instrumental in facilitating
the exchange of information and best practices
that ultimately improve driver safety during

meetings at the MD MVA MAB.
She has written chapters on evaluation and treatment of cognitive
deficits, perception and perceptual
motor deficits, evaluation of driving potential, assessing driving fitness of older drivers. She has written articles on “Visual Perceptual
Aspects of Driving” and “Consensus Statements on Driving for Persons with Dementia”.
She has presented to many professional groups
including: ADED, AOTA, MOTA, Maryland
Older Driver Symposium, Lifesavers’ Conference, Association of Advancement of Automo-

tive Medicine and the Transportation Research Board. She has been
an expert panelist numerous times
for national conferences.
Carol has been an ADED champion for many years, serving various roles; including board member,
multiple committees and representing ADED to other organizations.
She is always willing to serve as an
advocate, collaborator, teacher and
mentor. Her scholarly contribution to the field of
driver rehabilitation is noted.
Congratulations to Carol Wheatley as a recipient of the ADED Scholar Award!

Chuck Huss
Chuck Huss’ commitment to creating a process
for visually impaired individuals to safely drive
began as far back as 1984. At that time, he was
part of multidisciplinary group of researchers who set out to explore and formulate ways
of screening, training and assessing the driving
potential of a select group of visually challenged
individuals. The results of this 10-year study not
only set the stage for establishing protocol for
low vision driver programs in WV, it helped to
influence legislative changes in policy, and most
importantly, data suggested that those who were
successful with the driving program, were able to
achieve education and/or vocational placement.
Chuck has made it his life’s mission to see to it
that blind and low vision persons are given ample

opportunities to succeed. The ability
to drive significantly improves the
quality of life of an individual with
visual impairments.
He has provided education and
training to numerous professionals,
with backgrounds that include driver
rehabilitation specialists, driver
educators, orientation and mobility
specialists and DMV officials for
various states, provinces and other
countries.
This training has allowed many to initiate programs or modify laws to incorporate bioptic
driving within their regions. he has assisted in
educating people with the basic knowledge to

train individuals using bioptics, as
well as improve existing programs.
Throughout his career, he has been
always willing to provide consultation, advice and support without
hesitation.
He is a well know expert in this specialized field. He has written numerous peer reviewed articles for publications for professional journals,
national and international entities as
well as contributed to textbooks in
both bioptic driving and orientation
and mobility.
Congratulations to Chuck Huss as a recipient of
the ADED Scholar Award.

Dr. Sherrilene Classen
Sherrilene Claussen, PhD, MPH, OTR/L, FGSA
is Chair of the Occupational Therapy Department
at the University of Florida, and Director of University of Florida’s Institute for Mobility, Activity
and Participation. She is a dynamic and visionary
leader, and scholar.
Sherrilene leverages her occupational therapy
clinical background, and her knowledge of rehabilitation sciences and public health toward the
study of fitness-to-drive issues in at-risk drivers
across the lifespan.
Many driver rehabilitation specialists may be familiar with Sherrilene’s work in the development
and implementation of screening measures such
as the Fitness-to-Drive Screening Measure, her
work on the use of clinical tests, or her published
evidence-based reviews; all of which help clinicians choose reliable and valid measures for client
assessments.
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Her driving simulator work has contributed novel findings on training
needs of teens with ASD or ADHD,
as well as a simulator-based OT
driving intervention with returning
combat veterans, and a textbook-the
first of its kind-in driving simulation,
targeted to health care professionals.
Her current passion is the rapid pace
of change in transportation and its
impact on persons with medical
conditions or disabilities. She seeks
to help OTs and driver rehabilitation
specialists understand, and engage with, in-vehicle
technologies and automated vehicles.
Sherrilene has authored/co-authored over 140 peer
reviewed publications, book chapters, and journals. She has delivered over 250 scientific papers,
poster or keynotes at national and international

Fall 2018

conferences, including multiple
workshops and sessions at ADED
over the years. She holds various
academic appointments and multiple positions as editor, and committee member for national associations.
She is a mentor of faculty, fellows,
graduate and undergraduate students in health-related fields.
Based on her multiple contribution
to educating thousands of driver
rehabilitation specialists, OTs and healthcare professionals across the world, and her pragmatic approach to translate best evidence into best practice,
she is deserving of this award. Congratulations to
Dr. Sherrilene Classen as a recipient of the ADED
Scholar Award.
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Lifetime Honorary Membership Award
A non-competitive award presented to a
member(s) of the Association who has
met the following eligibility requirements:

• Age 55 and/or within 5 years of retirement.
• ADED member for 15 or more years.
• Served ADED a total of 10 or more years

as an ADED officer, ADED national board member, conference team member, ADED standing
or ad hoc committee member (positions can be
combined to total 10 or more years).

Maryfrances Gross
Maryfrances Gross has been a member of ADED
since 1989. Records show that
in 1993 she was awarded by
ADED professional recognition certificates in the areas of
adaptive car/van and in neurosensory. In 1996 she became a
CDRS.
When you first meet Maryfrances, you might assume she is
quiet and reserved. That is not
the case, at all! She is a strong
and engaged person who is
passionate about our field. She
is a source to go to for lively
conversation about policy,
practice, training techniques
and the history of ADED.
Maryfrances has an extensive past with
ADED;serving on the conference committee,

holding office as California chapter president, vice-president and
secretary, and she served
on the ADED board, including the three-year
term as president. During her presidential term,
many significant changes
occurred in our organization, such as the hiring
of our co-executive directors. Maryfrances has
also worked on various
committees such as the
scholarship committee,
silent auction, and currently on the leadership
development committee.
A few of her educational accomplishments
include; co-authoring an article in AOTA

practice on COTAs and driver rehabilitation,
providing in-service training to specialty
groups, community programs, and rehabilitation facilities. She was a workshop instructor
about the older driver to AAA of California
and presented ADED courses in conjunction
with DSAA in the past. Throughout her career, she has been an active educator, promoting the field of driver rehabilitation and promoting ADED.
For those who know her, they understand that
she is always behind the scenes doing whatever
is asked of her, at conference, at regional events,
and for our Association.
Maryfrances not only met the criteria for this
award but has far exceeded it with her many
years of service. Congratulations to Maryfrances Gross as the recipient of the Lifetime Honorary Membership Award!

Presidental Citation

Driving To Independence Team
By Jenny Nordine, ADED President
Being given the opportunity to award a presidential citation to those who have had an impact
during my presidency is both easy and so very
difficult to choose. Lucky for me, this year it
was very easy.

Presidential Citation, have been beside me every day since January 2014 as President-Elect.
As a group, they have put up with my stress and
inability to say no. They have been my very
informal focus group as I develop ideas. They
have walked by my closed office door when I

Although there are so many people
I can think of, that have helped advance our strategic plan, supported
my ideas, ran a meeting, gave me
advice, took my calls during your
dinner hour (since it is only 3pm
on the west coast), let me bounce
ideas off of you, or were willing
to voice a differing opinion, with
ADED’s best interest in mind. I
truly appreciate everything those
individuals did!

I want to formally thank each of
them, Lea Bertoni, Maggie Young,
Brittney Pepiton, Jill Sclease, Juli
Bird, Jillian Gubanich and Jason
Strowmatt. I appreciate each and
every one of you.

HOWEVER, the individuals I
wanted to thank and honor with my
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am on conference calls. They have filled in the
schedule and agreed to travel away from their
families to remote offices when needed because
I was overextended. They have volunteered to
help when I needed to organize information,
print board meeting information, and take many
phone calls and messages. They
have supported me and let me
know they are willing to do anything to support ADED as well as
Driving to Independence. Not everyone could be here tonight, but I
would like to recognize my entire
Driving To Independence team.
You have been amazing.
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Service Recognition

Natalie Goldman

Beth Rolland

Staci Frazier

Jill Sclease

Certification Committee
Co-Chair 2017-18

Research Chair 2017-18

Publications Chair 2017-18

Scholarship Chair 2017-18

Volunteer Service Recognition
In 2017 the ADED Board of Directors established the Volunteer Service Award. This award
is voted on by the board and presented to an

individual or group of members who have contributed to the association at an extraordinary
level.

The award recognizes a sustained level of dedication, service, leadership, and impact to the
organization.

Sandra Wataoka
By Jenny Nordine, ADED President
As you can imagine there are many ADED
members dedicated to our organization.
However, as I reviewed the nomination of this
individual I am again impressed with her leadership skills. As a committee chair, Sandra
Wataoka ensures her hardworking committee
completes their tasks on time. She has a vision
for the advancement of the committee, for the
future. Sandra manages difficult committee situ-
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ations and approaches each committee member to enhance their
talents and personality. Sandra
looks for the future leaders of
our organization at the committee level and across all areas in
ADED. Although her current
position prevents her from participating on other ADED committees, she has demonstrated 5
years of dedicated service to the
field of driver rehabilitation and
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ADED’s growth.
She has even been known to participate in conference calls at 3
AM in her local time zone.
I have had the privilege to work
directly with Sandra as the
board liaison for the Certification Committee. Congratulations to Sandra Wataoka as the
recipient of the ADED Volunteer Service Award.
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Making Life Accessible.™
As leading mobility transportation
and equipment suppliers, we work
hand-in-hand with driver rehabilitation
specialists to make life accessible
for our customers.
Contact us at info@vantagemobility.com
for your free initial client assessment guide.

Proud sponsors of ADED 2-Day Education Courses.

M
obility
supercenter
tm

vmivans.com
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suregrip-hvl.com
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mobilityworks.com
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Spirit of Crescent Scholarship
Donors: Ability Center, Crescent,
Mobility Works, NMEDA, R&R
Mobility, Superior Van, United
Access, VMI, Veigel
Recipients: Brittany Alexander,
Theresa Cassidy, Heather Clark,
Joan Cramer, Lori Grismore, Raina
Hammond, Deborah Hewton,
Kristin Nichols, Sarah Rider and
Gregory Rinehardt

Adaptive Driving Alliance
Scholarship
Recipients: Carlos Abella, Anne
Brie, Scott Pelow and Susan
Walling
Pictured: Nicole Alexander ADA,
Dan Allison ADED Past President,
Marc Samuels ADED President
Elect, Paul Musso ADA, Jenny
Nordine ADED President

Memorial Scholarship
Recipients: Bobby Breeding, Jere
“David” Carter, Melinda Davis,
Staci Frazier, Mohamed Hassan,
Judith Otto, Laura Stevens and Lap
nag Yang
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Silent Auction donors:

Online Auction donors:

A’ la Carte Promotional Products

Morton’s Steakhouse Richmond

Adaptive Mobility Services, LLC

Natalie Goldman

Adapt Solutions

OS Brake

ADED

Q’Straint/SureLok

AMF Bruns

B&D Independence

Stacey Stevens

B&D Independence

Clock Mobility

Therapeutic Mobility Services

Gibson, Breen, & Co.

Crescent Industries

Virage Simulation

Driver Rehab Hawaii

Visit Richmond

NMEDA

Driving to Independence

Anne Dickerson

EZ Lock

Carol Blackburn

FCA
Gibson, Breen, & Co.
Judi Hamelburg
Marilyn Sidler
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2018 ADED Auctions
Adaptive Mobility Services, LLC
ADED

OS Brake

Silent Auction Raised: $7149.00
2018 fundraising Goal = $30,000
Amount raised to date = $16,522
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Q’Straint/SureLok
VMI

Online Auction raised:		
$7425.00
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Colorado

Florida

Georgia / South Carolina

North Carolina / Virginia

Northeast

Northwest
Fall 2018
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ADED Chapter Officers
Terms: July 1, 2018-June 30, 2020

Chapter Office Name
President Lula Capuchino, OTR/L, CDRS
Secretary Ana Verran, OTR/L, CDRS
Chapter Office Name
President Barry Doyle, MS, OTR/L, CDRS
Secretary Denise Kaplan, OTR/L, CDRS

CALIFORNIA

COLORADO

E-mail
lula@capuchinotherapy.com
averran@aol.com
E-mail
bdoyle@craighospital.org
lovetherockymountains@msn.com

FLORIDA
Chapter Office Name
President Bryan Garrison, RKT, CDRS

E-mail
bryan.garrison@va.gov

Vice-President Lori D. Grismore, OTR/L

lgrismor@health.usf.edu

Secretary André Johnson, COTA, BHS

andre.c.johnson@gmail.com

GEORGIA/SOUTH CAROLINA
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Brigitte King, OTR/L, CDRS, CDI
bking@ghs.org
Secretary Rebecca Day-Lewis, OTR/L, CDRS
Rebecca.day-lewis@choa.org
KENTUCKY/TENNESSEE/WEST VIRGINIA
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Michele Coffey, OTR/L, CDRS
mwcoffey@yahoo.com
Suzannefarnan-maddux@kentuckyonehealth.org
Secretary Suzanne Farnan-Maddux, OTR/L, CDRS
MIDWEST (IN, OH, MN, WI, MI, IL)
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Violet Potocki, OTR/L, CDRS
vpotocki@horthshore.org
Vice-President Clayton Jewell, OTR/L, CDRS
clayton.jewell@maryfreebed.com
Secretary Meredith Sweeney, OTR/L, CDRS
meredith.sweeney@osumc.edu
NORTH CAROLINA/VIRGINIA
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Laura Juel, MS, OTR/L, CDRS, ATP
laura.juel@duke.edu
Vice-President Jan Stephanides, MS, OTR/L, CDRS, CDI
stephanidesj@gmail.com
Secretary Mary Breister, OTR, CDRS
mary.breister@wwrc.virginia.gov
NORTHEAST (CT, MA, ME, NB, NH, NJ, NL, NS, NY, PA, RI, VT)
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Amanda Plourde, COTA/L, CDI, CDRS
aplourde@northeastrehab.com
Secretary Lori Benner, MPA, OTR/L, CDRS
lbenner@hmc.psu.edu
NORTHWEST (BC, OR, WA)
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Jeff Lango, OTR/L, CDRS
alpinerehab@gmail.com
Secretary Melissa Patopea, OT, CDRS
mearl@u.washington.edu
ONTARIO
Chapter Office Name
E-mail
President Tamalea Stone, OT
Tstone.ot@hotmail.com
Vice-President Tim Danter, CDI
timdanter@gmail.com
Secretary Nellemarie Hyde, OT, CDRS
nhyde@saintelizabeth.com
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ADED Education Update
members what they need, when and how they want it. We
know that this is a monumental task and we are gearing
up to meet it.

by: Lynn Rocap,CAE
Director of Education, ADED
The conclusion of our ADED conference is always bitter
sweet for me. Conference planning is a lot like planning a
wedding, a year’s work and in the blink of an eye it’s over.
Watching the “ADED family reunion” and engagement
of our attendees with speakers, sponsors, vendors, and
each other, all while absorbing vast amounts of education,
is the ultimate reward of a successful conference. If you
were with us in any capacity in Richmond, as a presenter,
volunteer, attendee, sponsor, vendor, or guest, my deepest
thanks for being a part of this year’s success.
As one chapter closes, another is just beginning. We are
moving full steam ahead with 2019 ADED Conference planning. Mark
your calendar for August 9-13, 2019 to be with us in Lexington, Kentucky.
The theme of the conference will be Professional Pride.
As ADED’s Education Director, my hope is that educational goals are
related to more than once a year at conference or the collection of some
mandated number of hours. It is my goal to assist ADED members with
year-round educational content that assists in professional development,
personal achievement, and security for the future of the driver rehabilitation profession. As a member-centric association, we are also keenly
aware that we need to continually develop and offer cutting-edge educational options that meet our member needs. We know the needs of our
members differ based on practice setting, geography, generation, learning preferences, technological ability, and most importantly time. It is our
goal to create a realm of education that erases boundaries and gives our

So while you plan for next year’s conference, keep in mind
we have an assortment of other options for you throughout the year to keep you educationally engaged and on the
cusp of new concepts and products for your practice.
Here’s our educational commitment to you until we see
you in Lexington:
• ADED Chapter meetings
• ADED 2-day courses in various locations
• Online, on-demand education via ADED eLearning platform
• Introductory and Advanced tracks at the NMEDA Conference
• Roll out of the ADED Badging and Microcredentialing Program
 heck the Education tab on www.aded.net for complete information on
C
any of these options

“Education is the passport to the future,
for tomorrow belongs to those who
prepare for it today.” 

– Malcolm X

ADED Membership benefits include various speaking opportunities
to contribute to the field of driver rehabilitation.

ADED Ambassador
A network of public speakers
committed to increasing ADED’s
visibility and promoting the driver
rehabilitation profession.
ADED members committed to
promoting the value of high-quality,
comprehensive driver rehabilitation
services to key partners, referral
sources, and consumers through active
educational outreach.
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Presentation Toolkit

ADED Speaker's Bureau

Driving and Community Mobility:
Occupational Therapy Practitioner
Roles in Driver Rehabilitation
Programs (DRP)

ADED CDRS members can apply for
training to present any of these 2-day
courses:

The goal of these presentations is to
increase the capacity of professionals to
address the driving and transportation
challenges facing the aging population
and providing interventions for safe and
independent community mobility for all
older adults makes this collaboration
especially meaningful.

Fall 2018

Introduction to Driver Rehabilitation
The Impact of Disability, Vision, Aging &
their Relationship to Driving
Traffic Safety for the Driver
Rehabilitation Specialist
Application of Adaptive Vehicle
Modifications
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Volunteer Spotlight
Carrie Monagle, OTR, CDRS | St. Lawrence Rehab Center
What were your first impressions of ADED?
It was not only my interactions and impressions
of ADED members that fueled my passion for
driver rehabilitation, but also my attendance at
conferences. I leave every ADED conference inspired, energized, and more confident that what
I do makes a real difference in people’s lives.
How long and/or in what capacity have you
been a volunteer for ADED? I have volunteered for the ADED Professional Development Committee for six years. It is a wonderful committee and I would still be a part of it if
the ADED by-laws didn’t have a term limit for
serving on a single committee. Over my last two
years, I served as chairperson and my “baby”
was the most recent BEST PRACTICES document revision. Our committee was so proud to
not only review and improve the content, but
also to give the document a face-lift and make it
more accessible to the membership on-line.
What other organizations have you volunteered for? Another volunteer project I am very
proud to have been a part of was when I was
living in Hong Kong (HK). My husband was
transferred there for his work and I trailed him
for three years. I still worked in the USA during
those years in driver rehabilitation (part-time),
but, when I was in HK I did not work. HK is an
amazing, but intense city and I felt purposeless
without a job (there is only so much shopping
and dining a tai-tai can do, but, admittedly I still
miss the restaurants). Thankfully, I discovered an
organization called Riding for the Disabled Association, Ltd. (RDA). HK has many Jockey Clubs
because horse racing is a popular sport in the city.
RDA was introduced in HK by the English to
provide children with disabilities an opportunity
to experience horse-riding. When I volunteered, I
knew nothing about horses (or kiddos) but, I was
hooked immediately! The OT in me immediately
saw the value of this program and I went home
each day feeling like I made a difference, however small, in the life of a child who faced so many
challenges in so many aspects of their life, but for
that one hour of lesson felt like they were doing
something normal...while having fun! Working
with this program was one of the most fulfilling
experiences I have ever had the privilege to be a
part of.

Who has your back? I would not have the passion for what I do, as a CDRS, if it were not
for my fellow New Jersey CDRS peers and
ADED mentors who took me under their wing
and supported me when I was a novice DRS. It
was at my first conference that I met Dan Basore (former Director of Moss Rehabilitation
driving program and an amazing CDRS who
left us too soon and whose council,
rock solid sensibilities, and good
humor is still dearly missed). Dan
worked in a neighboring program
and introduced me to a wonderful
community of CDRS in the greater
NJ region. They all mentored me,
most especially Dan. They all freely shared their knowledge and experience with me whenever asked.
They had my back. I am so grateful for that community of amazing
ADED members. I would not be
who I am without them
Who is your hero? My life’s
work (other than driver rehabilitation) is my son. My husband,

he amazes me with his resilience...he is my
hero. We are so grateful.
Favorite Movie? The Sound of Music and
Grease. (Sad, but true.)
Favorite TV shows? Six Feet Under & Arrested Development
Favorite vacation spot? I have traveled to 18
different countries, but some of my best vacations have been to the beautiful national parks
in the USA. My favorite is Bryce Canyon in UT.
What music do you like to listen to in your
car? 80’s music
Describe something that happened and for
which you have no explanation? Craziest (and
scariest) thing that ever happened to me at work
was witnessing a baby who crawled out of a
house into the middle of a busy road.
Any other fun facts you’d like us to know
about you? OT is a second career for me

“It was great to hear new things from
the vendors at the Soap Box sessions.
What a great way to highlight the new
things for each company!”
NewsBrake

Larry, and I adopted Liam from China in
2016 when he was two years old. He was
born with a cleft lip and palate. They fixed
his lip in China (and did a beautiful job) and
we had his palate repaired in the USA when
we arrived home. He is, in every way, a typically developing little boy who happened to
be born with a hole in his mouth. Every day
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“The opportunity to connect
with experts in this field is
always beneficial.”
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Why Does ADED Have a Mentor Program?
by Mary Beth Meyer,
Board Member at Large
This is feedback from a first-time attendee who was involved in the ADED
Mentor program at this year’s Annual
Conference.
Prior to the conference, the Leah and
Mary Beth worked hard to connect mentors and mentees in preparation for conference. Mentors at conference welcomed
the new members, introduced them to
others, helped navigate the exhibit hall,
and assisted in choosing the best seminar to attend. The rewards for the mentor
and mentee are mutual. The new member
quickly becomes engaged in the organization and the mentor shares in the satisfaction of making a difference in the experience they have at conference.
This year, there were 20 mentors that
were paired at conference and 6 mentors
were connected via ADED courses offered throughout the year.

specific areas of interest or goals that they
want addressed through the mentor process.

looking for assistance in developing evaluation
skills, establishing new program, consultation
on specific diagnoses or guidance in
working toward a goal of becoming a
CDRS. The length of the mentor relationship is decided by the pair. It can be
arranged through face to face meetings,
phone calls, emails or teleconference.
If both parties track hours and sign the
mentor hour verification form, the mentor can apply for contact hours toward
their CDRS renewal.

“Thank you again for such great
experience and the opportunity
to meet such wonderful and
dedicated professionals.”

“The support and the
reassurance that I received was
very helpful and very much
welcomed.”

Looking for a Mentor? Newer members who have attended the ADED “Introduction to Driver Rehabilitation” or
the “Disabilities, Vision and Aging” Course
can request a mentor by applying through the
ADED website. The application asks about

After a phone or email interview, the mentee
will be paired with an experienced CDRS who
has volunteered to be a mentor. Mentees are

Interested in being a mentor? Active
CDRS members can volunteer anytime.
Individuals who may be interested in being a mentor when the need arises are
asked to complete the application on the
ADED website. If a request comes in the
mentor will have the opportunity to accept or decline. Requests will be paired
by a Board Member at Large. Every effort will be made to pair a mentee with a
mentor that will be a good match.
If you enjoy helping others succeed,
please consider volunteering to mentor
someone during the year.
*********
See Policy 302 listed under in the member
services tab on the ADED website for further
details.

HELP YOUR PATIENTS
MAINTAIN INDEPENDENCE

• Single user operation means
easy travel.
• Solutions for heavier,
complex chairs!
• Web-based matching
technology makes
recommendations simple!

THANK YOU FOR A GREAT SHOW ADED 2018!

• Solutions for nearly
every vehicle, in every
location, in every
circumstance.

VISIT HARMAR.COM TODAY TO FIND A DEALER PARTNER!
1.800.833.0478
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Paul J. St. Pierre Condolences
JAFFREY, NH - Paul J. St. Pierre, 83 of Jaffrey,
NH, died Friday, August 17, 2018 at the Harris
Hill Center in Concord, NH, following a period
of failing health.
He was born in Jaffrey on February 20, 1935,
son of the late Noe and Leda M.J. (Letourneau)
St. Pierre and was a lifelong resident of Jaffrey.

Manchester, NH and was promoted to the rank
sergeant in that unit. He later attained the rank
of a 1st Lieutenant while serving on active duty
as an artillery officer and naval air observer
from 1960 to 1966 during which he served in
the Caribbean during the Cuban missile crisis
and in the Mediterranean Sea areas.
He married Carolyn J. Sasner, the
daughter of Edward and Bertha
(Burgoyne) Sasner on Sept. 10,
1966. Paul and Carolyn had a loving
52 year marriage.
He was employed as a police officer,
mostly as a night patrolman, in the
Jaffrey Police Dept. for nine years
during the tenure of Chief Lucien
Vigneault. He later was employed at
Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation
Center as an industrial arts instructor and a Certified Driver Rehabilitation Specialist for 37 years, retiring in 2003.
He was the Genealogist for the Jaffrey Historical Society and has done
genealogical research as a hobby for
over 42 years. He was also an avid
sportsman, enjoying hunting, fishing, and hiking with his black labs.

Paul St. Pierre, Director and Don Sampson, Assistant
Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center
He graduated from the Conant High School in
1953 and earned a Bachelor of Education degree from Keene Teacher’s College in 1960. He
served with the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, first
as an enlisted person with the 18th Rifle Co. of

Paul is survived by his wife Carolyn of Pleasant View Center, Concord, NH; their two sons
Matthew of Port Orange, FL; and Benjamin of

Hopkinton, NH; and his granddaughter Kira Nicole St. Pierre of Orange City, FL.
Paul will be remembered by many driver rehabilitation specialists as a mentor. Paul was one
of several driver educators who saw a vision
and shared a passion for teaching people with
disabilities to drive. He also felt strongly that
occupational therapists were a great asset and
should be part of the driving team. He was part
of a great group of ADED founding driver educators, including: Jerry Bouman, Don Smith,
Dave Kramer, Dorothy Beard, Fred Merrill and
Leroy Routhshaffer.

Looking for Better Insurance?
Extraordinary Protection at an Affordable Cost:
An Insurance Buying Program crafted exclusively for ADED Members by PSA

Protect your company from loss exposure with the industry’s only true Property & Casualty
Insurance Buying Program built just for Driver Rehabilitation Specialists.
This exclusive program offers:
 Preferred Pricing
 Increased Limits
 Broader Coverage
 Claims Management Assistance






Best Practices Collection and Distribution
Loss Prevention Consulting
Cost Control Through Collective Loss Data Analysis
Superior Customer Service

Commercial Auto & Property ▪ General & Professional Liability ▪ Workers’ Compensation ▪ Excess Liability

Increase your coverage and reduce your premiums.
Patrick DeNobrega ▪ 443.798.7495 ▪ pdenbrega@psafinancial.com.
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QLK is the only wheelchair docking system
that gives everyone true peace-of-mind.
DEALERS

QLK

• Custom options: advanced stabilizer,
wireless release, adjustable height
floor mounts...and more!
• Quick and painless installation
• Brackets for every wheelchair

DRIVERS

QLK

WE ALL

QLK

• Complete independence to drive
your vehicle

• Certified iQ Crash Testing forward,
backward and sideways

• More wheelchair clearance

• Packed with exclusive features

• Improved user experience

• Proven durability and reliability

THE SYSTEM WITH...

MORE HEART.

FEEL THE LOVE AT: QSTRAINT.COM/QLK-150
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Manufacturers’ Corner

Stereo Optical

Stereo Optical Driver Rehabilitation Summary
Stereo Optical Co., Inc. is the world’s largest manufacturer of vision
screening tools and equipment. We specialize in products for professionals in occupational therapy, driver rehabilitation practices, & VA hospitals.
Visual function that is important to driver performance includes acuity,
field of view or peripheral vision, contrast sensitivity, glare recovery,
scanning, tracking, and visual perceptual skills. Vision screening is critical in identifying warning signs that can impede the ability to drive and
evaluating visual function for safe driving.
Stereo Optical offers two vision screeners for the driver rehabilitation
market:
OPTEC® PLUS PG Smart Vision Screener with Glare and Glare
Recovery Test
• An extensive library of tests in software

WITHOUT
REFRACTIVE
CORRECTION (record
3 data points)
WITHOUT
REFRACTIVE
CORRECTION
MODE

Distance

Snellen Chart

• Electronic reporting

Binocular

BVA

WITH
REFRACTIVE
CORRECTION (record
3 data points)
WITH
REFRACTIVE
CORRECTION
MODE

Distance

Day Lighting

• User-friendly software interface and recording of results

L

BVA

BVA

Day Lighting

Snellen Chart

• Customizable protocols

R

(record 3 data points)

R

(record 3 data points)

L

BVA

Binocular

BVA

BVA

Comprehensive Driving Vision Evaluation

1) Day vs. Night Driving Simulation via 4, 6, 8 / 10 optotypes at 3 low contrast settings (60, 40 or
WITHOUT REFRACTIVE CORRECTION (record 3 data points)
Most
practices
want to take full advantage of the enhanced capabil20%) where
20% iswill
optimal.
WITHOUT REFRACTIVE CORRECTION (record 3 data points)

Optec 5000 PG REHAB Vision Screener
• Contrast Sensitivity Testing / Glare Testing / Day and Night Testing
• New, unsurpassed homogeneous illumination
• Includes slides for F.A.C.T. contrast sensitivity – The industry standard
To further illustrate how these vision screeners may be used in the driver
rehabilitation market, Stereo Optical has consulted with Stuart Richer,
OD, PhD, FAAO in North Chicago, IL to provide protocols or a summary
of recommended tests to gauge visual performance. Here is the summary
from Dr. Richer:

ity of the OPTEC PLUS to comprehensively evaluate the function of the
MODE using a 4-test
R  protocol.
L
Binocular
driver,
MODE
R
L
Binocular
MODE

R

L

Binocular

Distance

BVA
BVA

BVA

The
following
is?initiated
called
‘CompreOptotype
4 / 10 test sequence
60, 40 or 20%

60,as
40aorpreset
20% ? option60,
40 or 20%
?
Distance
BVA
BVA
BVA
hensive
Driver
Evaluation”
without and
with correction,
thus exceeding
Snellen Chart

Optotype 6 / 10
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
the
rudimentary
basic
state legal requirements
(“street safe’’
and “street
Snellen
Chart
Day Lighting
legal
“ concept).
Optotype
8 / 10
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
Day Lighting

Widest Highest Peripheral Vision Monocular R (temporal / nasal in degrees
of arc)CORRECTION
and then (record
Monocular
L (temporal / nasal in degrees of arc) is
WITH
REFRACTIVE
3 data points)
2) Depth Perception - Traffic Signs
WITH
REFRACTIVE
CORRECTION
(record 3 data
points) lenses. Following the peripheral
recorded
without
eyeglasses
or contact
vision
or nurse should
set the OPTEC
PLUS
to sysMODE test, the technician
R
L
Binocular

MODE
Stereopsis Test
Optec Plus (Digital Vision Screener) Customization / Preset
tematically
proceedRwith
the comprehensive
driving vision
evaluation
that
MODE

L
Binocular

Distance
BVA
BVA
BVA
alsoDay
meet
the
legal
of or
required
tests.
Distance,
Light,
Binocular
standard evaluation
(581”, 323”
145” (best))?

This protocol customizes testing for both basic legal and complete func- will
Distance
BVA
BVA
BVA
Snellen Chart
tional characterization of monocular and binocular vision of the driver, These
3 tests are recorded with optimized refractive correction or before
Snellen Chart
with and without eyeglasses / contact lenses under normal ’day’ lighting and
after a course of nutraceuticals such as the National Eye Institute
Day Lighting
as well as stressed ‘night’ lighting conditions with and without “glare dis- AREDS
Day Lighting
II formulation, which contains vision enhancing carotenoids.
ability.“
(Technician
/ nurse - multiple data points for electronic medical record)
In addition, the OPTEC PLUS can be used to screen for visual impairment 1) Day vs. Night Driving Simulation via 4, 6, 8 / 10 optotypes at 3 low contrast settings (60, 40 or
Day
Night
Driving
Simulation
4, 6, 8 / 10 optotypes
contrast
settings (60,
or
where
is optimal.
Dvs.
ay
vs.20%
Night
Driving via
Simulation
via 4, at
6,38low
/ 10
optotypes
at 40
3 low
resulting from hereditary retinal disease(s) as well as acquired retinal dis- 1) 1)20%)
20%)
where 20%
is optimal.
contrast
settings
(60, 40 or 20%) where 20% is optimal.
ease age-related macular degeneration (AMD).
Customization Sequence is created on a PC, Tablet or Laptop.
FAST SCREEN (BUSY PRACTICE)
The patient is tested by the technician or nurse, with and without their
distance spectacles (contact lenses) or following successful cataract or
refractive surgery. Often, the typical patient walks into the practice with
a state’s driver form and wearing their most recent habitual refractive correction.
In some cases, the optimized visual status is obtained on the day of the
eye examination, following the complete eye exam with the doctor. The
readings are then recorded directly on to the State Driver’s Facility Report
by the technician or nurse, and then signed off by the doctor, with recommendations. This creates an efficient patient flow pattern.
The following test sequence is initiated as a preset option “Driver’s Form”
without and with correction, thus meeting basic state legal requirements
(“street legal “ and not necessarily “street safe’’ concept).
Widest Horizontal Peripheral Vision Monocular R (temporal / nasal in
degrees of arc) and then Monocular L (temporal / nasal in degrees of arc)
is recorded without eyeglasses or contact lenses. Following the peripheral
vision test, the technician or nurse should set the OPTEC PLUS to systematically proceed with the basic state legal driving requirements.
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MODE
MODE
Optotype 4 / 10
Optotype 4 / 10
Optotype 6 / 10
Optotype 6 / 10
Optotype 8 / 10
Optotype 8 / 10

R
R
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?

2) 2)
Depth
Perception
- Traffic Signs
Depth
Perception
- Traffic
2) Depth Perception - Traffic Signs

Signs

MODE
MODE
Distance, Day Light, Binocular
Distance, Day Light, Binocular

3) High Stress Glare + Night Setting

L
L
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?

Stereopsis Test
Stereopsis Test
(581”, 323” or 145” (best))? 
(581”, 323” or 145” (best))? 

(Headlight
simulationsimulation
/ windshield /reflection
/ snowreflection
conditions) /
(Headlight
windshield
MODE

Distance

EDTRS Chart

R

BCVA

Binocular
Binocular
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?
60, 40 or 20% ?

snow conditions)
L

BCVA

Night Lighting
High Glare

(Continued on next page)

4) Glare Recovery (seconds to read dots correctly after glare dazzle) following
a sufficient time period
Fall 2018
NewsBrake
from previous test (i.e., typically 10 minutes or longer) for patient to recover their retinal function. If
the patient cannot recover within 10 minutes, this should be noted by the technician or nurse.

The National Organization for Vehicle
Accessibility (NOVA) (formerly The Ralph Braun
Foundation) believes that every individual has
the right to accessible transportation. NOVA’s
mission is to assist those with mobility needs
through education, information, and product
acquisition.
NOVA is a nonprofit organization serving consumers of all ages throughout the Continental
US and Canada. Our mobility assistance grant
program operates on quarterly funding cycles
with upcoming dates listed on our website
www.novafunding.org. During each funding

cycle, grants are awarded to eligible individuals
for up to 25% of the cost of the mobility transportation equipment with a maximum amount
of $5,000. Eligible products include those from
any mobility equipment manufacturer that is in
good standing with NMEDA and sold by a NM-

EDA certified mobility dealer. This program is
directed to people who have secured the majority of the money needed to complete the project
and just need some additional help to bridge the
funding gap and reach their goal.

Every Grant is a Dream Come True
Here’s a quick look at just one of the 16 lives we have touched so far this year…

Peter
On April 23, 2015, I had a stroke at 49. I lost the use of my right side. Now I use a manual wheelchair.
My wife and I recently purchased a 2013 van. Thanks to the grant from NOVA we have been able
to modify it so that it is wheelchair accessible. This modified van will make my trips to doctors and
physiotherapy so much easier than before. My wife has promised to take me with her into town to
help her shop now. Having the ability to travel more is definitely going to enrich my social life. Now
I can even go visit my sister from time to time who lives two hours away! She will be so proud and
happy to see me able to do this. This newly modified van feels so safe and comfortable compared
to the 22-year-old van we had previously. My wife used to struggle to lift the old ramp with her
bad back. Then she could barely push me up it because I am a big guy. Now she lowers the ramp
automatically and can even make the van kneel to make the ramp less steep. It is just wonderful and
amazing. Thank you so, so, so much NOVA!
You can read these stories and many more on the Success Stories page of our website.

Your Support Can Change a Life

(Headlight simulation / windshield reflection / snow conditions)
MODE

Distance

EDTRS Chart

R

BCVA

NOVA is a 501(c)3 public charity which relies solely on the generous donations of individuals and
corporations to make our mobility assistance grant program successful. Help us continue to make
mobility dreams come true by making a contribution to NOVA. Giving is easy! Visit the Give page
on our website to learn how you can help. No amount is too small…every dollar makes a difference
in the lives of those who need it most!

L

Contact: A
 ndrea Vrobel, Executive Director
andreav@novafunding.org • (574) 607-5995 • www.novafunding.org

BCVA


Stereo
Optical Driver Rehabilitation Summary (Continued)
Night Lighting
High Glare

4) Glare Recovery (seconds to read dots correctly after glare dazzle) fol- 5) Optional Sine Wave Grating (with Optec 5000 PG REHAB)
lowing a sufficient time period from previous test (i.e., typically 10
I would incorporate Slide #3 (3000-173) Far Point Functional Acuity
4) Glare
Recoveryor
(seconds
to read
correctly
glare dazzle)
followingfunction.
a sufficient time
period
minutes
longer)
fordots
patient
to after
recover
their retinal
If the
Contrast Test 6 Cycles Per Degree Monocular from the OPTEC 5000
from previous
(i.e., typically
10 within
minutes or
for patient
recoverbe
their
retinalby
function.
patienttest
cannot
recover
10longer)
minutes,
this toshould
noted
the If PG REHAB target set for the following reasons:
the patient
cannot
recover
within
10
minutes,
this
should
be
noted
by
the
technician
or
nurse.
technician or nurse.
6 cc/ degree (20/100 size letter) is the universally agreed CSF spatial
frequency best characterizing the peak (or near peak) of the Contrast
R
L
Sensitivity Function.
EYE

DISTANCE

Patient Counts correct # of
dots

Patient Counts correct # of
dots

*Note – For accuracy, this test is always completed as the final test, after a
period of at least 10-minute rest from the glaring light source*
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It is the most productive and time efficient new standard, as recently
established by the CREST study. Please refer to previously submitted
PDF of this published article and commentary.

More information on these vision screeners may be found on www.stereooptical.com.
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The New Generation
All-In-One Digital
Vision Screener

IDEAL FOR DRIVER REHABILITATION
AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Visual function important to driver performance includes acuity, peripheral
vision, contrast sensitivity, glare recovery, and visual perception skills.
Vision screening is critical in evaluating visual function for safe driving.
The OPTEC® PLUS test library is designed to fit all your needs:
• Customizable protocols for testing a variety of populations
• User-friendly software interface and electronic recording of results
• Advanced model with the glare recovery test and the ability to run
existing tests with glare

LEARN MORE TODAY!

40

800.344.9500

stereooptical.com
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Medical Cannabis Use and Driving:
When is Driving “On Drugs” OK?
Nellemarie Hyde, BSc (OT),
OT Reg. (Ont.), CDRS.
With the legalization of cannabis as a recreational
drug spreading across the continent, driver rehab
specialists are faced with a blurring of principles
and priorities when taking clients on road. Although our instinctive answer to the question in
the title is a resounding “Never!,” we must first
clarify many of the assumptions in the question
before coming to any conclusions. Many of our
clients drive while taking psychotropic drugs,
both prescribed and over the counter, on a daily basis with their physicians’ and our support.
“Drugs” is much too broad a term with too many
presumptions and connotations to do the question
justice with a quick answer.
First, we must examine the assumption that a
drug has only negative effects on driving performance. Drugs, or medications in particular, that
are taken for medicinal effects may in fact have a
beneficial effect by reducing the impairing symptoms, such as spasticity, anxiety, or pain. Many
an individual with driving anxiety has returned to
driving while treating their symptoms with antidepressants or benzodiazepines to reduce panic
attacks. On the other hand, we must also be aware
that any psychotropic drug or medication may
have unintended negative side effects, and driving under these effects may increase crash risk.
Both prescribed and over the counter drugs may
have positive or negative effects on driving – the
key is to have the insight not to drive when driving abilities are impaired.

or dangerous” in the 1906 Pure Food and Drugs
Act, (which sought to enforce accurate labeling of
medications to protect the consumer and retailer
(Young, 1989). At the same time as recreational
cannabis use became increasingly common, there
was a significant influx of Mexican migrants into
the southwest United States as a result of the
Mexican Revolution of 1910 (McDonald, 2017).
As in the case of any sudden influx of migration,
fear around the new immigrants and their culture, including recreational smoking of cannabis,
spread through the southwest (Schlosser, 1994).
American politicians sought to capitalize on the
fear of the new immigrants by demonizing cannabis, and did so in part by adopting the SpanishMexican term “marihuana” in the propaganda of
the day (Thompson, 2013; Wright, 2017). Harry
J. Anslinger, the founding commissioner of the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics in 1930, tirelessly
campaigned to have cannabis outlawed in the
United States. Anslinger’s racist, fear mongering
propaganda was evident in a radio address in the
1920’s where he stated young people are “slaves
to this narcotic, continuing addiction until they
deteriorate mentally, become insane, turn to violent crime and murder” (Walsh, 2018). Anslinger
directly correlated the purported dangers of cannabis with racism and fear, stating “I wish I could
show you what a small marihuana cigarette can
do to one of our degenerate Spanish-speaking
residents…most of who are low mentally, because of social and racial conditions” (Thompson, 2013).

Cannabis has a long history and reputation of being a harmful drug in North America, but it has
an even longer history of being used to treat illness (Ben, 2006). In 100 AD, ancient Chinese
Emperor Shennong included cannabis in the first
Chinese pharmacopeia, a comprehensive list of
medical herbs in use at the time (Bloomquist,
Marijuana: The Second Trip, 1971). Queen Victoria’s former physician Dr. JR Reynolds prescribed cannabis over the course of 30 years to
treat seizures, neuralgia and migraines, as well as
a variety of other ailments. Medicinal use of cannabis has been documented in ancient Egypt, ancient Greece, ancient India and by Islamic physicians in medieval Arabia (Touw, 1981) (Butrica,
2002) (Pain, 2007). It was used to treat ailments
from the pain of child birth, headaches and hemorrhoids to inflammation, epilepsy, and nausea (Touw, 1981) (Pain, 2007) (Butrica, 2002).
Medical cannabis use was introduced to Britain
and the United States by Dr. William Brooke
O’Shaughnessy in 1842 following his extensive
studies of the drug in India (Iverson, 2007). Cannabis was added to the United States Pharmacopeia in 1850 (Booth, 2005).

In 1937, after several years of demonizing recreational cannabis use, Anslinger successfully
lobbied to congress to pass the Marihuana Tax
Act, which effectively made possession or transfer of recreational cannabis illegal under federal
law, and taxed cannabis intended for medical or
industrial use (Schaffer Library of Drug Policy,
1937). Racist, anti-cannabis sentiments reached
their peak of ridiculousness with the release of
the movie Reefer Madness, a fictional, preachy
parable that attempted to tell the story of wild,
salacious parties that ensued when dark, evillooking strangers introduced smoking cannabis
to innocent white women at parties (advertising
images portrayed devils seducing glamorous
white women). When the Supreme Court found
the Marihuana Tax Act to be unconstitutional in
1969 (Leary vs. United States), the U.S. Congress responded by passing the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 (CSA). The new legislation
classified cannabis as a Schedule 1 drug alongside heroine and LSD, all deemed by the law to
have a high potential for abuse and no accepted
medical use. This officially made cannabis use of
any kind – recreational or medical – illegal in the
USA (Alliance, 2014) (DEA, 2013).

The reputation of cannabis as a medicine in the
United States began to shift in the early 1900’s
with the spread of recreational cannabis use. Cannabis was first identified in US law as “addictive

The tables for medical cannabis began to turn in
1996 when California passed the Compassionate
Use Act, which paved the path for medical cannabis use in California (Medical Marijuana Pro-
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gram, 2011). Currently medical cannabis is legal
in 31 states and is legal for recreational purposes
in 9 states (State Medical Marijuna Laws, 2018)
(Marijuana Overview, 2017). In Canada, medical
cannabis use became legal in 2001 (A timeline
of some significant events in the history of marijuana in Canada, 2014), and recreational cannabis became legal in Canada on October 17, 2018
(Aiello, 2017).
Whether cannabis is consumed for recreational
or medical reasons, one fact remains clear: if a
driver is impaired, he/she should not drive (Drug
Impaired Driving, 2018). As outlined at the outset of this article, the challenge that faces driver
rehabilitation specialists lies in determining if
they can take someone using medical cannabis
on-road. If a client is taking cannabis for medical
reasons, should they be allowed to drive? At the
Canadian National Driver Rehabilitation Conference in Ottawa, Canada in October 2017, an expert panel including the College of Occupational
Therapists of Ontario, a professional practice
lawyer and a representative from the Ministry of
Transportation of Ontario convened to discuss
this topic with attendees. Fundamentally, the
general consensus is that cannabis is a drug, as
are oxycontin, anti-depressants, anti-psychotics
and many other medications, and one should only
drive if they are not experiencing psychotropic
side effects of their medications, or in layman’s
terms, “if they are high.” However, an additional
challenge exists in determining if a client is impaired by the medication. Depending on the individual’s diagnoses, they may be experiencing
cognitive deficits from the injury or illness, and
the medication may in fact be either alleviating symptoms or magnifying their deficits – or
have a neutral effect. Cognitive assessment tools
may indicate cognitive impairment, but they do
not determine the cause of the impairment. The
driver rehabilitation specialist should proceed
cautiously, and within the confines of the law in
their jurisdiction, when proceeding on-road.
Prior to considering allowing a client to drive
while taking medical cannabis, the driver rehabilitation specialist must consider the location of their
practice. Only if medical cannabis use is legal in
their jurisdiction should they consider allowing a
client taking cannabis to drive. Second, if there are
legal requirements around being licensed to own/
grow/consume medical cannabis, DRSs should
ensure their clients followed the legal process to
procure their cannabis. This could be ascertained
through both the client’s file, referral information,
and through the interview with the client. Cannabis purchased through a licensed medical cannabis producer will have been tested, and the strain,
THC content and dosage will be known. Use of
recreational or street cannabis for medical reasons
is simply not as reliable or predictable and not
necessarily legal, putting the driver rehabilitation
specialist and their practice at risk.

(Continued)
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Medical Cannabis Use (Continued)
During the client interview, the DRS should also
determine how and when the cannabis is consumed. Inhaling cannabis will result in quick onset of psychotropic effects, peaking after 30-60
minutes, and tapering off after 2-3 hours, whereas oral ingestion of cannabis has a slower, longer
onset, reaching it’s maximum psychotropic effect
after 2-3 hours and can last from 4 – 12 hours
depending on the dosage (Bridgeman, 2017).
Clients should not be taken on-road if they report
feeling “high,” are experiencing the euphoric
effects of THC, or have recently inhaled or ingested cannabis which may not have reached its
peak effect. The College of Family Physicians of
Canada (CFPC, 2014) recommends that patients
taking medical cannabis should not drive for at
least 4 hours after inhalation, 6 hours after oral
ingestion or 8 hours after either method if they
experience euphoria (Cannabis for Medical Purposes).
Despite its extensive medicinal use throughout
the ages, Cannabis has had a tumultuous political history in North America. Various social and
political motivations resulted in the outlawing of
cannabis for approximately 6 decades – until the
tide turned in the 1990’s and medical cannabis
once again began to be recognized for its therapeutic uses. Being classed as Schedule 1 drug did
not allow for research and testing of cannabis as a
medication. This has resulted in the medical professional and DRS operating in somewhat of a
void of evidence on which to base their practice.
There is insufficient research and public knowledge about the different strains of cannabis, their
medical effectiveness, and possible side effects at
this time to direct the professional practice of occupational therapists and driving instructors who
wish to take clients on road after taking medical
cannabis.

Now that cannabis has been (or soon will be)
legalized in much of the US and in Canada,
there is much work to be done in exploring the
use of cannabis while driving. Future research
on cannabis will hopefully provide the DRS
with knowledge regarding the effects of various
strains of cannabis, the effects of CBD oil use
(which does not contain THC – the intoxicating
agent in cannabis), and perhaps a better understanding of the relationship between long-term
use of cannabis, tolerance to THC and resultant
degree of driving impairment. Regardless of the
state of the research, a prudently cautious approach to assessing and training clients to drive
while taking psychotropic medications is warranted. Eventually laws will likely be developed
around medical cannabis use and driving, however, until that time the DRS must understand the
risks of taking cannabis while driving, recognize
the benefits, and work within the scope of the
laws of our time.
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New England CDRS are trained by MobilityWorks to
Use Shared High-Tech Evaluation Van
On 7/18/2018, Certified Driver Rehabilitation
Specialists from several New England states
completed training at MobilityWorks in Londonderry, NH. They were trained on the use
of the newly acquired evaluation van that MobilityWorks purchased from the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Commission. This van will allow
trained CDRS to rent the van to complete driving evaluations and training for individuals who
require high tech driving equipment or who are
unable to drive at a sedan level for any reason.
The evaluation van is adapted with the AEVIT
driving system and has a multitude of other
equipment and driver set up options. This option
will allow CDRS who only were able to offer
sedan level evaluations and training to expand
their client population once they are properly
trained in its use.
Bill Cushing, a master technician at MobilityWorks completed the training. Bill has over 29
years in the adaptive equipment industry, spe-
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cializing in the installation and maintenance of
adaptive equipment in motor vehicles for people
with physical disabilities. Bill has a strong background in automotive, electrical, diagnostic,
fabrication, hydraulics,
HVAC and custom
equipment
installations. Anyone who has
ever worked with Bill,
or had a client who
drives one of the vans
he has built, knows the
invaluable contribution he makes to our
clients. His technical
knowledge was a great
benefit to the attendees. Don Sampson,
CDRS, who has used
the van for the past 10
years also provided excellent information on

Fall 2018

the practical application of equipment and ways
to modify for specific client needs.
ADED awarded those that attended with 3 contact hours.
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Newly Redesigned JoeyTM

More Compact.
More Applications.
More Simplicity.
• Install in SUVs, CUVs, minivans, vans
• Fastest cycle time on market
• Standard safety barrier
• Illuminated platform and hand control
• Easy loading, no belts required*

*Belts needed in only 5% of applications.

844-755-5543 • bruno.com

Bruno Independent Living Aids
Scooter lifts | Turning vehicle seats | Stairlifts | Vertical platform lifts
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CDRS Renewal Tips for 2018
If you are renewing your CDRS in 2018, here
are some reminders to help speed up the process.
All renewals are to be submitted on-line by the
November 1st deadline. Direct link to the renewal form: https://www.aded.net/page/227
If you do not submit your renewal application
by November 1st, your application will be slated
for automatic review of the Certification Committee. There is a random audit of renewals sent
in by the deadline. (See random audits below)
Reminders for renewal:
Contact hour requirement: A total of 30 approved* contact hours is required between
1/1/16 and 12/31/18 to renew your certification.
*Approved courses are listed on the ADED
website: https://www.aded.net/page/225 All
education activities offered by ADED or an ADED-CHAP provider are approved.
Remember there are limits within each category,
such as 8 hours of online education. The grid
for the restrictions is in policy #403 found on
the ADED Website.
Contact hour approval: If you participated
in or presented education opportunities not

sponsored by ADED nor an approved CHAP
provider, you must apply for contact hour approval BEFORE you submit your application
for CDRS renewal.

and batch into one file. Upload that file to your
renewal application. If you are selected for audit, no further action is required if you’ve provided this information, speeding up the process!

Application forms can be found on the ADED
website. There are both attendee applications
and presenter applications. Please choose the
correct application, because the criteria for approval are different for each type of educational
opportunity. Make sure that you have a schedule
including lunch and breaks so that the appropriate number of contact hours can be awarded.
Don’t forget to include learning objectives and
presenter bios.

Random Audit: A random audit of 15% of renewals is performed each renewal cycle. If your
application is selected, you will receive notification in writing. If your renewal application is
selected for audit, proof of attendance and contact hours’ approval for activities not previously
approved by ADED will be required.

Renewal application: Deadline for your renewal application is November 1, 2018. Avoid
late fees and audit by submitting your renewal
prior to the deadline. (you may still be selected
for random audit, information below). Renewals
may be accepted through December 31st; late
fees and audit will apply.
Proof of attendance: Proof of attendance will
be requested in the case your renewal application is selected for audit.   While you are gathering your credits for renewal, go ahead and scan
(or print to .pdf) your certificates of attendance

If you have questions, please contact the Certification Co-Chairs for guidance. Sandra Wataoka: sandrawataoka@gmail.com; Natalie Goldman: Natalie.Goldman@Mercy.net.
The policies regarding renewal are located on
the ADED Website. They are located under
CDRS in the header, and CDRS Renewal in the
dropdown menu.
Policy 402- Certification requirements
Policy 403- Categories of contact hours including restrictions in each category
Policy 406- Contact hours not automatically approved by ADED

Congratulations to the “Class of 2018”! ADED
is pleased to announce 24 new CDRS who
successfully passed the August 2018 CDRS exam.
We are proud of your accomplishment and
welcome you to the “CDRS Family”.
Kellianne Arnella, CDRS

Hoboken NJ

Suzanne Lendvoy, CDRS

Regina SK

Janet Berthiaume, CDRS

Royal Oak MI

Adam Mignery, CDRS

Rosenberg TX

Persival Borlongan, CDRS

Jackson NJ

Marisa Palandri, CDRS

Portland OR

Anne Brie, CDRS

Harrisonburg VA

Amanda Perkins, CDRS

Pikesville MD

Lynne Chapman, CDRS

Toledo OH

Brandy Pouso, CDRS

Sarasota FL

Kristen Coupland, CDRS

Johns Island SC

Christine Rinella, CDRS

Columbus OH

Rebecca Craddock, CDRS

Leonard TX

Ginny Roehm, CDRS

Morton IL

Lori Grismore, CDRS

Temple Terrace FL

Lorna Smith, CDRS

La Jolla CA

Heather Heppe, CDRS

Battle Creek MI

Amalie Ward, CDRS

Baltimore MD

Anthony Jones, CDRS

Hampton VA

Kimberley Weishaar, CDRS

Overland Park KS

Angela Kezar, CDRS

Saint Paul MN

Lap Nga Yang, CDRS

Hong Kong

Sara Knowles, CDRS

East Peoria IL

Sarah Zimmerman, CDRS

Essex Junction VT
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U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs
Veterans Health
Administration

How to become a Veterans Choice Program and/or
Patient-Centered Community Care Provider
VA Community Care Fact Sheet for Interested Providers
On August 7, 2014, the President and Congress enacted the Veterans Access, Choice, and Accountability Act of
2014, which directed the establishment of the Veterans Choice Program to improve access to care and to meet
the short- term health care needs of our Nation’s Veterans. Under the Veterans Choice Program, eligible Veterans
have the ability to receive VA health care in their communities rather than waiting for a VA appointment or
traveling to a VA medical facility. The Veterans Choice Program does not impact existing VA health care or any other
Veteran benefits. For additional information on the Veterans Choice Program, including eligibility criteria, please
visit the Veterans Choice Program website (https://www.va.gov/opa/choiceact/index.asp)
VA has expanded its Patient-Centered Community Care (PC3) contracts with Health Net Federal Services and
TriWest Healthcare Alliance to include implementing the Veterans Choice Program. PC3 is a VA nationwide program
to provide eligible Veterans access to certain medical care when the local VA medical facility cannot readily provide
the care due to lack of an available specialist, long wait times, geographic inaccessibility, or other factors. PC3 has
been the VA method of purchasing care in the community. The Veterans Choice Program supplements PC3 and
allows coverage for more services for eligible Veterans and provides Veterans more flexibility in their choice to
receive care in the community or through VA.

PC3/Veterans Choice Program Contract Coverage Map

Current as of 14 February 2018
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2019 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Membership period runs January 1 – December 31, 2019
Please provide contact information as you want it to appear on the website directory:
Name:

Credentials:

Company:

Telephone Number:

Mailing Address:
Fax Number

E-Mail Address:

Website Address:
� Directory Opt out: please DO NOT post my information on the www.aded.net membership directory
� Mailing Address change: I would like my ADED mail to go to this address:

Associate
Member

Corporate
Member

Mobility
Equipment
Dealer

Facility Member

Individual
Member

Please indicate your membership level below:

Individual members shall include all persons involved in provision, implementation,
or administration directly related to the provision of driver rehabilitation.
ުIndividual RENEWING Member:
Rate=$145
ުIndividual NEW Member:
Rate=$155
A facility member shall be an individual member employed by a business or agency
involved in provision, implementation, or administration directly related to the
provision of driver rehabilitation. ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership
ުFacility Member-LEVEL 1* (1-3 Individuals): Rate=$290
ުFacility Member-LEVEL 2* (4-6 Individuals): Rate=$580
ުFacility Member-LEVEL 3* (7-10 Individuals): Rate=$1015

Membership
Dues:
Individual
$
Facility*

$

*PLEASE COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION SHEET ATTACHED

Mobility equipment dealer members shall include businesses involved in providing
installation, services, and/or retail sale of equipment, vehicles, or rental vehicles for
individuals with disabilities.
ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership Rate=$200
Corporate members shall include businesses solely involved in manufacturing and
distributing products used by driver rehabilitation specialists or individuals with
disabilities.
ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership Rate=$550
Associate members include students, educators, researchers or other stakeholders
with an interest in the mission of the Association who are interested in gaining more
knowledge about the field but do not provide driver rehabilitation services. Associate
members shall not have voting rights, nor are they eligible to serve as an officer.
ުNew membership
ު Renewing membership Rate=$125

Mob. Equip.
Dealer
$
Corporate
$
Associate
$

PLEASE RETURN THIS APPLICATION WITH PAYMENT IN US CURRENCY FOR PROPER PROCESSING.
REMIT TO: 200 First Ave NW Suite 505 Hickory N.C. 28601. Fax 828-855-1672
For credit card payments: complete the following information and fax to 828-855-1672 or mail to address above.
ުVISA
Account #:
ުAMERICAN EXPRESS
Expiration Date: month:
ުMASTERCARD
CVV# __________
ުDISCOVER
Card Holder’s Name:

/year:

Zip Code of Billing Address:
Card Holder’s Signature:

NewsBrake
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2018-ADED COMMITTEES

UPDATE: 10.23.18

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE-REPORTS TO BOARD PRESIDENT
EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE

CERTFICATION SUBCOMMITTEE

2018 CHAIR (2 ND TERM ENDS 2019):
NATHALIE DROUIN NDROUIN@GHS.ORG

2018 CO-CHAIR (2 ND TERM ENDS 2018):
NATALIE GOLDMAN NATALIE.GOLDMAN@MERCY.NET
2018 CO-CHAIR (2 ND TERM ENDS 2019):
SANDRA WATAOKA SANDRAWATAOKA@GMAIL.COM

TEAM:
JILL SCLEASE, ASHLEE RICOTTA, TAMALEA STONE,
JON GEIGER

TEAM:
2 ND TERM ENDS 2018:
1 ST TERM ENDS 2018:
2 ND TERM ENDS 2019:
1 ST TERM ENDS 2019:

ANN FORREST CLARK (AH/TS), DON SAMPSON (TS),
SUSAN MILLER (AH/TS), LINDA STORZ (AH)
KATE LOPEZ (AH/TS)
MARIANN BEVENOUR (AH), POSITION OPEN

QUALITY COMMITTEE-REPORTS TO BOARD PRESIDENT ELECT
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

2018 CHAIR (2 TERM ENDS 2019)
AMY LANE LANEAK@UPMC.EDU

2018 CHAIR (2 ND TERM ENDS 2019)
ALYSSA MERILEES ALYSSA.MERILEES.CLETHB@SSSS.GOUV.QC.CA

ND

TEAM: LORI BENNER, MARYFRANCES GROSS,
CHAD STROWMATT, LEA BERTONI

TEAM: NATHALIE DROUIN (EDU. COMMITTEE LIAISON),
JENNIFER BIRO, JESSE HUNTER, MATT ABISAMRA, TIM DANTER

RESEARCH SUBCOMMITTEE
2018 CHAIR (1ST TERM ENDS 2018): BETH ROLLAND BETH.ROLLAND7@GMAIL.COM
TEAM: JOHNELL BROOKS, MARY SHOTWELL

FINANCE COMMITTEE-REPORTS TO BOARD TREASURER
2018 CHAIR (1 ST TERM ENDS 2019): CASSANDRA JOHNSON cdaltonjohnson@hotmail.com
TEAM: LIZ GREEN, EVA RICHARDVILLE, BRYAN GARRISON

SCHOLARSHIP SUBCOMMITTEE
2018 CHAIR (2 ND TERM END 2018): JILL SCLEASE JILL@DRIVINGTOINDEPENDENCE.COM
TEAM: NATHALIE DROUIN, DANA MOORE-WILLS, KELLY WOOD, MARY SHOTWELL, AMY ANDERSON, ROBIN STRUP

MARKETING COMMITTEE-REPORTS TO BOARD PAST PRESIDENT
2018 CHAIR (3RD TERM ENDS 2018): LIZ GREEN ELIZABETH.GREEN@DRIVER-ED.ORG
TEAM: STACI FRAZIER, JASON STROWMATT, GINA LEWIS, MINH-THY TRUONG, KELINA MOORE

PUBLICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
2018 CHAIR (2ND TERM ENDS 2018): STACI FRAZIER SNPFRAZ@COMCAST.NET
TEAM: AMY LANE, SUSIE TOUCHINSKY, KELINA MOORE, NIKKI SIMMONS

AD HOC COMMITTEES-REPORTS TO BOARD PRESIDENT
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE (SP GOAL #1)
CHAIR: DAN ALLISON
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS (SP GOAL #2)
CHAIR: CASSY CHURCHILL
DCM CURRICULUM (SP GOAL #3)
CHAIR: JENNY NORDINE
ADED AMBASSADORS (SP GOAL #3)
CHAIR: MARC SAMUELS
CERTIFICATION PATHWAY (SP GOAL # 4)
CO-CHAIRS: JENNY NORDINE, DANA BENOIT
DRS RECRUITMENT (SP GOAL #5)
CHAIR: LIZ GREEN
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT (SP GOAL #5)
CHAIR: JENNY NORDINE
DRIVER REHAB. PROG. DEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE
CHAIR: LIZ GREEN
CDRS EXAM PREPARATION
CHAIR: JOAN CRAMER
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TEAM: DIANNA ROBERTSON, JIM KENNEDY, UTE SMITH, NICOLE WHITE
TEAM: LIZ GREEN-STAFF LIAISON, ANNE DICKERSON, SUSIE TOUCHINSKY, TED KAHN
PAM WINPIGLER, BOBBIE MILLIKIN, BRIAN IADAROLA, EVA RICHARDVILLE, BRENDA
BENNETT
TEAM: SUSIE TOUCHINSKY, ELIN SCHOLD-DAVIS, ANNE DICKERSON, TERRI CASSIDY
TEAM: JAN STEPHANIDES, TAMMY PHIPPS, MONICA PHELAN,
LYNN ROCAP-STAFF LIAISON
TEAM: ROGER KELSCH, KATHY WOODS, CHAD STROWMATT, PHIL LAUERMAN, ALYSSA
MERILEES, NATHALIE DROUIN, SUSANNE ADAMSON
TEAM: JENNY NORDINE, MARY BETH MEYER, BETH GIBSON
TEAM: PEGGY GANNON, MARY BETH MEYER, ALYSSA MERILEES
TEAM: PEGGY GANNON, BETH GIBSON, ANNE HEGBERG, BRIGITTE KING,
ERIC MANSFIELD
TEAM: AMY DONABEDIAN, LIZ GREEN-STAFF LIAISON
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ADED
Staff
2018 ADED
STAFF
Elizabeth Green
OTR/L, CDRS, CAE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Toll free: 866-672-9466
direct line: 828-358-3395
Elizabeth.green@driver-ed.org

NewsBrake

Lynn Mortilla-Rocap

Robert Dant

EDUCATION SERVICES
MANAGER

OFFICE MANAGER

Toll free: 866-672-9466
direct line: 828-358-3346

Toll free: 866-672-9466
direct line: 828-358-3296

lynn@driver-ed.org

robert@driver-ed.org
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2018 ADED BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jenny Nordine
OTR/L, CDRS

PRESIDENT
480-449-3331
jenny@drivingtoindependence.com

Dan Allison
MS, OTR/L, ATP, CDRS

Marc Samuels
MS, OT, CDRS

PAST PRESIDENT

PRESIDENT ELECT

404-350-7763

650-771-2797

Dan_Allison@Shepherd.org

Leah Belle
OTR/L, CDI, CDRS

Mary Beth Meyer
OTR, CDRS, CDI

MEMBER AT LARGE

MEMBER AT LARGE

864-455-4959

845-264-5137

lbelle@ghs.org

marybeth@driverrehab.com

Cassandra Johnson
CDRS

Cassy Churchill
Clock Mobility

TREASURER

MOBILITY EQUIPMENT
DEALER

817-637-4929
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thesafedriverCA@gmail.com

616-698-9400

cdaltonjohnson@hotmail.com

CASSYC@CLOCKMOBILITY.COM

Beth Gibson
OTR, CDRS

Gina Lewis
Adapt-Solutions

SECRETARY

CORPORATE

770-514-9954

418-889-0419

bgibson@freedomandmobility.com

ginalewis@adaptsolutions.ca
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Left Foot Accelerator

The Carospeed Menox Hand Control is
specifically designed to give physically
limited drivers the benefit of control and
ease when driving a vehicle. Driving becomes an easy and enjoyable experience
with Carospeed Menox.

Flip-Up & Quick Release

Common reasons for choosing Autoadapt
Menox Hand Controls
-Floor mounted push pull with more
adjustability.
- "brake latch" enables use of right hand.
- aesthetically designed to match vehicle style.
-not an obstruction when moving in
and out of vehicle.
- transferable into future vehicle.
-multi-function option for secondary controls

Steering Devices

Pedal Extensions

Carospeed Menox
Hand Controls

Pedal Guard

www.autoadapt.com
Distributed in the USA and Canada by Driving Systems Inc.

Scott System Driving Controls
dSi provides the technology
necessary for disabled drivers
to experience independence

Secondary Controls

.

The Scott Driving System has been developed over the last 40
years and is a complete system
which permits the physically
challenged to safely perform all
driving tasks without assistance,
including entering and leaving the
vehicle. The system provides for
safe extended mobility for the
driver who must remain in his
or her wheelchair while driving The system
has been successful in a
variety of disabilities. Patients
with post polio, multiple sclerosis,
muscular dystrophy, spinal
muscular atrophy and spinal cord
injury up to C4/C5 are
successfully driving on a daily
basis.

The CP05 Palm Control steering knob
is equipped with 3 rocker switches to
provide six switches in total. Each
switch is designed and programmed to
operate specific secondary controls.
The switches provide primary and
residual operations. The primary
operation is achieved by a smooth
touch of the button. The residual
operation is achieved by holding the
button ON for about one second.

driving systems incorporated
16139 Runnymede Street Van Nuys CA 91406 U.S.A.
Tel: 818.782.6793 Fax: 818.782.6485
www.drivingsystems.com info@drivingsystems.com
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- Reliability
- Low Maintenance
-Long Service Life
- OEM Steering Option
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Introducing the all-new

Honda Infloor

The all-new BraunAbility® Honda Infloor offers
the uncompromised performance you deserve,
from the Most Recommended Name in Mobility.*

BraunAbility.com

844.334.2135

*Based on 2016 Dealer Service Technician Study
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